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Single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-seq) has accelerated discovery in 

biology. Yet, current scRNA-seq methods miss potentially important transcriptional 

information due to limitations in molecular data analysis techniques. This thesis 

presents solutions to overcome some of these limitations. First, we developed TAR-

scRNA-seq, a bioinformatics tool to quantify the expression of unannotated, cell-type 

specific transcripts. We applied TAR-scRNA-seq to the gray mouse lemur cell atlas 

and discovered over four thousand putative novel transcripts with cell-type specific 

expression. Second, we developed meta-scRNA-seq, a bioinformatics tool to uncover 

non-host transcriptomic expression in scRNA-seq data. We applied meta-scRNA-seq 

to over two million human and mouse cells to reveal sources of sample contamination 

and evidence of cell-specific infection. Third, we developed DART-seq, a molecular 

technique to enable simultaneous multiplexed amplicon sequencing and transcriptome 

profiling in single cells. We used DART-seq to capture the immune repertoire of 

human B cells with improved efficiency compared to conventional methods. 

Altogether, this thesis presents single-cell transcriptomics-based methods that enable 

the quantification of non-standard and unexpected RNA species of biological 

significance. 
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INTRODUCTION  

The ability to probe single cell transcriptomes using single-cell RNA sequencing 

(scRNA-seq) methods has accelerated our understanding of tissue biology at the highest 

resolution. Understanding the transcriptional profile of individual cells within a tissue provides 

insight into cell function, regulatory landscape, and phenotype. The use of scRNA-seq has grown 

exponentially in the past decade with improvements in efficiency, number of cells probed, and 

reduced cost of sequencing per cell1. This has enabled the creation of single-cell transcriptome 

atlases for several well-studied model organisms such as humans, mice, and fruit flies2–5.  

The most popular scRNA-seq protocols rely on microfluidic systems that can profile 

hundreds to thousands of cells per second. These systems are designed to target the poly(A) tails 

at the 3’ end of messenger RNA (mRNA) molecules and perform reverse transcription to 

generate complementary DNA (cDNA) which is then sequenced. The key to demultiplexing the 

cell origin of cDNA sequences is the use of cell barcode and molecule barcode (also referred to 

as unique molecular identifier, UMI) sequences. One of the most popular methods to achieve this 

is to use microparticle beads containing oligonucleotide sequences with cell of origin 

information specific to each bead and UMI sequences in series. The microfluidic based scRNA-

seq systems co-encapsulate one cell with one microparticle bead that contains cell identifying 

oligonucleotide sequences. Cells are then lysed in the droplet releasing their RNA content which 

is captured by cell and transcript oligos on the beads. Thus, current best approaches in scRNA-

seq leverage microparticle beads coated with cell specific oligonucleotide sequences and 

microfluidic systems to profile the mRNA landscape of individual cells. 

Downstream processing and analysis of scRNA-seq data currently requires specifying the 

host reference genome assembly and a complete set of genome annotations. cDNA information 

is first aligned to the reference genome assembly, then genome annotations are used to count the 

number of transcripts expressed for each annotated feature. A cell by gene expression matrix is 

then generated using the cell barcode and UMI information. Several quality assurance steps are 

taken to ensure the fidelity of the scRNA-seq data such as removing cells that may contain more 

than 1 transcriptome, cells with low number of genes or transcripts, and highly stressed cells 

where their transcriptome may not be indicative of the cell’s natural state. All subsequent 

analysis such as cell type identification, visualization, differential gene analysis, and ultimately 

biological processes rely on the quality-controlled gene expression matrix containing information 
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on annotated gene features. The selection of a complete and accurate set of genome assembly 

and its associated annotations is an important starting step in analyzing any type of scRNA-seq 

data. 

There are several limitations with current standard scRNA-seq analysis and protocols. 

The reliance on genome assemblies and annotations makes current analysis blind to host-derived 

transcripts that are not annotated and non-host transcriptional activity from metagenomic 

contributions. This additional transcriptional information could be biologically significant and 

may provide further insight into single cell biology. Incomplete or incorrect genome annotations 

may also be present in the best set of genome annotations especially for understudied non model 

organisms. Common molecular methods are also limited in that they only capture mRNA 

transcripts. Several other RNA species such as long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs), microRNAs 

(miRNAs), and ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs) that do not contain poly(A) tails are not captured in 

standard methods. LncRNAs have been shown to regulate gene expression at all stages6,7, 

miRNAs regulate post-transcriptional gene expression8, and rRNAs play an important role in 

protein synthesis. Clearly, non-poly(A)-tailed transcripts also play important roles in cell 

expression and function. 

This thesis describes several bioinformatics and molecular methods to increase the scope 

of RNA capture and quantification in scRNA-seq. First, I will describe a published method 

called TAR-scRNA-seq that performs scRNA-seq data analysis without relying on a complete 

high-quality set of genome annotations. TAR-scRNA-seq enables the discovery of biologically 

relevant unannotated transcripts by filtering for only transcripts that are cell-type specific to 

remove technical artifacts. Second, I will describe our work using TAR-scRNA-seq to discover 

thousands of biologically relevant unannotated transcripts in the creation of the gray mouse 

lemur single-cell transcriptomic atlas. Third, I will describe meta-scRNA-seq which is a method 

that allows for unbiased quantification of non-host derived RNA transcripts in single cell 

datasets. This method relies on labeling sequenced reads that do not map to the host genome with 

taxonomic classification. Fourth, I will describe DART-seq which enables simultaneous 

multiplexed amplicon sequencing and transcriptome profiling in single cells. Lastly, I will 

describe our work using scRNA-seq analysis to understand tissue remodeling in the context of 

vascular graft implantation. Altogether, this thesis outlines several bioinformatics and molecular 

methods that we have developed to expand the scope of scRNA-seq. 
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CHAPTER 1: UNCOVERING TRANSCRIPTIONAL DARK MATTER VIA GENE 

ANNOTATION INDEPENDENT SINGLE-CELL RNA SEQUENCING ANALYSIS. 

Current scRNA-seq bioinformatics pipelines are blind to unannotated transcriptional 

activity relative to the reference genome annotations. We developed a tool called TAR-scRNA-

seq that enables the discover of biologically significant unannotated transcripts in scRNA-seq 

data9. This work is published and the following is adapted directly from the published 

manuscript. 
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ABSTRACT:  

Conventional scRNA-seq expression analyses rely on the availability of a high quality 

genome annotation. Yet, as we show here with scRNA-seq experiments and analyses spanning 

human, mouse, chicken, mole rat, lemur and sea urchin, genome annotations are often 

incomplete, in particular for organisms that are not routinely studied. To overcome this hurdle, 

we created a scRNA-seq analysis routine that recovers biologically relevant transcriptional 

activity beyond the scope of the best available genome annotation by performing scRNA-seq 

analysis on any region in the genome for which transcriptional products are detected. Our tool 

generates a single-cell expression matrix for all transcriptionally active regions (TARs), performs 

single-cell TAR expression analysis to identify biologically significant TARs, and then annotates 

TARs using gene homology analysis. This procedure uses single-cell expression analyses as a 

filter to direct annotation efforts to biologically significant transcripts and thereby uncovers 

biology to which scRNA-seq would otherwise be in the dark. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) is a powerful tool to study development, 

tissue, and disease biology10–18. scRNA-seq analyses currently rely on the availability of high 

quality genome annotations to define cell features and to perform cell clustering, dimensionality 

reduction, differential gene expression, and other analyses19–23. Identifying genes and correctly 

annotating their locations and coding regions within the genome is a difficult task that 

collaborative projects such as Ensembl24, ENCODE25, and GENCODE26 are striving to achieve. 

Gene annotations are generated using homology analyses, updated based on experimental 

evidence, and manually-curated for select organisms such as human, mouse, and zebrafish24. For 

less routinely studied organisms, fewer RNA-seq datasets are available and gene annotations are 

dependent on purely computational approaches such as phylogenetic sequence comparison with 

minimal verification. Consequently, as we show here with scRNA-seq experiments and analyses 

spanning six species (human, mouse, chicken, gray mouse lemur, naked mole rat, and sea 

urchin), significant number of genes and cell type specific information is missed in current 

scRNA-seq workflows. 

To overcome this hurdle, we propose a procedure to perform scRNA-seq data analysis in 

the absence of a high-quality gene annotation (Fig. 1.1a). This procedure first identifies 

transcriptionally active regions (TARs) in scRNA-seq data using groHMM27. Briefly, groHMM 

uses a hidden Markov model to divide the genome into two states (transcribed and untranscribed) 

based on read coverage in each bin. These HMM-derived TARs capture the transcriptional 

activity in the sample, limited only by the scRNA-seq measurement and quality of the genome 

assembly. Single-cell TAR expression analyses are then performed, using both annotated TARs 

(aTARs) and unannotated TARs (uTARs), revealing the degree of biologically relevant 

information that exists both inside and outside of known gene annotations. As expected, we find 

that the degree of relevant information in uTARs is strongly dependent on organism, tissue, cell 

type, and stage of development. uTARs that are differentially expressed across different cell 

clusters are retrieved and annotated based on nucleotide sequence homology (Methods). We 

employed this approach to uncover uTARs that distinguish canonical cell types during early 

stages of chicken embryonic heart development, and that define cell types in the gray mouse 

lemur, naked mole rat spleen, and sea urchin embryo. 

While groHMM has previously been used to annotate regions of transcriptional activity 
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from nascent transcription in Arabidopsis28 and other species29 that are produced in bulk, our 

approach annotates transcriptional activity that is cell-type specific within scRNA-seq data. The 

approach described here can be applied in two ways. First, our procedure enables more 

comprehensive single-cell analysis when a high-quality gene annotation is not available. Second, 

our results point to an application for scRNA-seq assays to create, curate, and correct gene 

annotations, where single-cell expression analysis is used as a filter to direct annotation efforts to 

those features which are biologically significant. 

  

RESULTS: 

Gene annotation independent scRNA-seq analysis  

We developed a gene-annotation-independent scRNA-seq analysis and benchmarked it 

using publicly available and new datasets generated on the 10X Genomics platform and a Smart-

seq2 generated dataset (Methods). We explored different genome assemblies and annotations, 

including recent assemblies for human, mouse, chicken, gray mouse lemur, naked mole rat, and 

sea urchin, as well as prior annotations for human (Fig. 1.1c-d). The size of the genome 

assemblies ranged from ~1 billion base pairs to ~3 billion base pairs (Fig. 1.1b). As a proxy for 

the completeness of different gene annotations, we compared the number of annotated transcripts 

relative to the size of the genome assembly (Fig. 1.1c). We found that less routinely studied 

organisms such as the naked mole rat and sea urchin, as well as an older human genome 

annotation (RefSeq hg16 annotations for the hg16 reference assembly) have a lower number of 

annotated transcripts relative to the genome assembly size, as expected.  We next quantified the 

number of sequences that align outside the gene annotation (assigned to uTARs, see below). For 

a recent human gene annotation (GENCODE v30 hg38), only 2% of reads aligned outside of the 

annotation. Considerably less effort has been devoted to the genome annotations of less routinely 

studied species, as is evident from the percentage of sequences that fall outside of the most 

current genome assemblies for gray mouse lemur (7.1%), naked mole rat (4.2%), and purple sea 

urchin (10.7%) (Fig. 1.1d). We examined older human genome assembly releases and found a 

decrease in the percentage of reads that mapped outside of annotations, as annotations improved 

from 2004 to 2019 (Fig. 1.1e).  

We sought to perform scRNA-seq analysis based on all transcriptional products detected 

by the assay, including those that are not included in annotations. To identify TARs, we 
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implemented a HMM after alignment of the RNA-seq data to the reference genome (Methods)27. 

Fig. 1.1f shows an example of TARs identified for human genome build 16 along a segment of 

chromosome 22 comprising IGLL5. Through comparison to the genome annotation, we labeled 

TARs as either annotated (aTARs) or unannotated (uTARs). Finally, we counted the number of 

transcripts for each TAR in each cell in a dataset, creating a digital expression matrix.  

 

Figure 1.1 - Generating de novo features based on genome coverage. 

a) Workflow to generate TARs and to identify biologically meaningful uTARs. b) Total genome 

assembly sequence length for human (hg38 and hg16), mouse (mm10), chicken (GRCg6a), gray 

mouse lemur (Mmur_3.0), naked mole rat (HetGla_1.0), and sea urchin (Spur_4.2). c) Total 

number of annotated transcripts in existing annotations normalized to the assembly sequence 

length for humans (hg38 GENCODE v30, hg16 RefSeq), mouse (GENCODE vM21), chicken 

(GRCg6a Ensembl v96), gray mouse lemur (Mmur_3.0 RefSeq), naked mole rat (HetGla_1.0 
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RefSeq), and sea urchin (Spur_4.2 RefSeq). d) Relative number of unique scRNA-seq reads 

outside of gene annotations contained in uTARs for each cell shown as violin plots (3849 cells in 

hg38 and hg19, 6113 in mouse, 14008 in chicken, 6321 in lemur, 2657 in naked mole rat, 2658 

in sea urchin). Mean values (black dots) and 2 standard deviations above and below the mean 

(black bars) are shown. e) Relative number of unique scRNA-seq reads outside of gene 

annotations for different human genome assemblies and annotations at different times (3849 

cells). f) Example of groHMM defined aTAR (red) and uTAR (maroon) features along hg16 

chr22 with RefSeq hg16 gene annotations shown in blue. Sense strand coverage plotted in black 

while antisense strand coverage plotted in grey (log-e scale).  

 

 

We used Seurat to analyze single-cell gene and TAR expression profiles30,31. We 

performed dimensionality reduction and single-cell clustering analysis on both TAR and gene 

expression profiles to determine the extent of biologically significant information contained 

within uTARs. We analyzed the Tabula Muris16 10X generated dataset for the mouse spleen and 

kidney, human PBMC data available through 10X Genomics32, a gray mouse lemur lung dataset, 

a publicly available naked mole rat spleen dataset33, and a publicly available sea urchin dataset34. 

In addition, we performed single-cell RNA-seq profiling of embryonic chicken heart tissue at 

different stages of development (days 4, 7, 10, and 14 post fertilization). Following data pre-

processing (Methods), we implemented dimensionality reduction (principal component analysis) 

and used UMAP35,36 to visualize cells in 2D. We labeled cell groups based on existing metadata 

or expression of canonical marker genes (Methods). We found a significant number of mm10 

assembly bases annotated by uTAR features (Supplementary Fig. 1.1a). Comparison of UMAP 

visualizations of single-cell gene and uTAR expression profiles revealed that significant cell type 

dependent structure is retained in the uTAR UMAPs (Fig. 1.2a, Supplementary Fig. 1.1b). We 

computed silhouette values as a measure of the consistency within clusters of the data and found 

close agreement between silhouette values calculated for aTAR and gene expression-based 

clustering, as expected, but also good agreement between uTAR and gene expression based 

clustering for several datasets (Fig. 1.2b). This observation suggests that scRNA-seq reads 

outside of gene annotations contain significant biological information that can accurately 

separate cell types. Dimensional reduction on human PBMC uTAR expression reveals 
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significant structure for the older hg16 genome build, but not for the most recent hg38 build, as 

expected given that hg16 is older and has less comprehensive annotation (Supplementary Fig. 

1.1b). Dimensional reduction on mouse spleen uTAR expression reveals structure in many cell 

types such as T and B cells while dimensional reduction on mouse kidney uTARs reveals less 

structure. For gray mouse lemur lung, naked mole rat spleen, and sea urchin embryo, we find that 

dimensional reduction on single-cell uTAR expression profiles reveals near identical structures 

to that of annotated gene expression profiles. We conclude that for species that are not routinely 

studied and for which high quality gene annotations are not available, extensive biologically 

significant information is missed by conventional scRNA-seq analysis. For chicken heart tissues, 

we find that cell type clustering is conserved more strongly in uTARs for tissues collected at 

earlier stages in development. Day 4 uTARs perform the best in terms of separating cell types 

relative to other days while day 14 uTARs perform the worst. This observation reveals a high 

prevalence of unannotated transcripts in early progenitor cell types while the transcriptional 

programs of mature cell types in day 14 are captured much better by the current best annotation. 

This suggests that the current chicken gene annotations do not define the complete 

transcriptional state of early embryonic tissue where many progenitor and transitional cell types 

are present. The extent of cell type specific information that is missing from standard genome 

annotations depends on the genome annotation, organism, tissue type, and stage of development. 

We next evaluated the agreement between the most significant uTARs identified based 

on total expression level from pseudo-bulk RNA-seq analysis and uTARs identified based on 

principal component (PC) loading values which correlate with their ability to resolve cell types 

in single-cell analysis. There is little overlap between uTARs with expression level greater than 

10,000 reads (across all cells, pseudo-bulk analysis, Methods) and uTARs with the highest 

loading values in the first 5 principal components calculated from scRNA-seq analysis (PCs, 

loading values greater than 0.5, 329 out of 3618 uTARs shared, Fig. 1.2c). In addition, we 

observed no correlation between the total expression level of uTARs (pseudo-bulk read 

coverage) and their loading values in the first 5 principal components (Fig. 1.2c, correlation 

r2=4.0e-3, p-value < 2.2e-16). This analysis indicates that uTARs with high total expression are 

not necessarily those that best define cell types, demonstrating the utility of scRNA-seq analysis 

as a selection filter before annotation and validation.  

We next used the Wilcox Rank Sum test to identify uTARs differentially expressed in the 
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naked mole rat spleen dataset (Methods). We identified the largest peak within each 

differentially expressed uTAR and identified homologous sequences to the peak sequence using 

BLAST (Methods). This analysis revealed that uTARs that are more differentially expressed in 

any cell type (i.e. higher average log-e fold change expression relative to all other cell types) are 

also more likely to have sequence homology to transcripts contained within the NCBI nucleotide 

collection database, many of which have high homology to mRNA transcripts (Fig. 1.2d). We 

proceed to name uTARs with high differential expression in our datasets based on the BLAST 

results with the highest e-values and bit scores. 

 

Figure 1.2 - Reads in uTARs can separate cell types in different organisms. 

a) UMAP dimensional reduction on annotated gene expression features (top row) and uTARs 

(second row) for mouse spleen, mouse kidney, different time points in chicken embryonic heart 

development, gray mouse lemur lung tissue, and sea urchin embryonic tissue. Cells are colored 

in each column based on gene expression clustering except for the mouse atlas data where cells 

are colored by organ. Relative number of uTAR reads for each cell in every cluster also shown as 

violin plots (third row, colors correspond to UMAPs). 6113 cells in mouse spleen, 610 cells in 
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mouse kidney, 4365 in chicken day 4, 2198 in chicken day 14, 6321 in gray mouse lemur lungs, 

2657 in naked mole rat spleen, and 2658 in sea urchin embryo. b) Silhouette coefficient values 

based on 2D UMAP coordinates of gene expression (blue), aTARs (red), and uTARs (maroon) 

for 11 samples. UMAPs for samples labeled with (*) are shown in Supplementary Fig. 1.1b. Cell 

labels are defined by gene annotation clustering. c) Correlation between top 5 PC loadings and 

pseudo-bulk read coverage of uTARs across 11 samples. Horizontal line at uTAR PC loading = 

0.5, vertical line at uTAR pseudo-bulk read coverage = 1e+4, r2= 4.0e-3. Quadrant numbers 

represent the number of uTARs in respective quadrant. d) Relative percentage of uTARs 

containing homology to any sequence (blue) and mRNA sequences (light blue) as a function of 

log-e fold change expression for each cell type in naked mole rat spleen data. BLAST sequence 

homology results relative to nucleotide collection database thresholds: mean uTAR peak query 

length = 686±731 bps, uTAR peak percent identity > 71%, evalue < 0.053, bitscore > 52.8. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

uTARs recover unannotated transcripts. 

We proceeded to extract and annotate uTAR features that define cell types. Cell clusters 

were first labeled by cell type based on expression of canonical gene markers or existing 

metadata. uTARs that were expressed in a minimum number of cells in each cluster (25% for 

mouse and chicken day 4, 50% for naked mole rat, lemur, and sea urchin) and at least 0.25-fold 

difference compared to the rest of the cells in log-e scale (0.25-fold change for chicken day 4, 

0.50-fold change for naked mole rat and mouse, 0.75-fold change for lemur, 1-fold change for 

sea urchin) were identified. These differentially expressed uTARs were labeled based on 

nucleotide sequence homology using BLAST37,38 on coverage peaks within the uTAR 

(Methods). 

We explored uTARs that were differentially expressed between immune cell types within 

the spleen from the Tabula Muris dataset (Fig. 1.3a). We uncovered a uTAR differentially 

expressed in natural killer cells containing reads with high sequence homology to GTH1 which 

plays a role in protecting cells from reactive oxygen species39. We also found a uTAR containing 

homology to PRPF8, differentially expressed in macrophages, which is a pre-mRNA splicing 

factor that is essential for the catalytic step II in pre-mRNA splicing40. In addition, we found 

uTARs containing homology to SNX29 and ATF7IP2, which were both upregulated in a small 
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population of dendritic cells in the mouse spleen. SNX29 is broadly associated with microtubule 

motor activity and phosphatidylinositol binding and ATF7IP2 is a transcription factor that 

couples other transcription factors to the transcription machinery. Both genes have predicted 

mouse orthologs but are unannotated in the GENCODE vM21 genome annotation. 

We explored whether differentially expressed uTARs found in early stages of embryonic 

heart development were also differentially expressed in later stages. Silhouette coefficient 

analysis of the chicken dataset shows that uTARs better separate cell types in early development 

(Fig. 1.2a, B, Supplementary Fig. 1.1b). We identified 18 differentially expressed uTARs in the 

day 4 chicken heart with high differential expression and labeled them based on sequence 

homology (Fig. 1.3b dotplot). These include CLEC14A, a potential tumor endothelial marker that 

plays a role in angiogenesis41, SOX5, a transcription factor that regulates embryonic development 

and cell fate differentiation42,43, and RUNX1T1, a transcriptional co-repressor that suppresses 

oncogenesis44,45. While SOX5 and RUNX1T1 are both annotated elsewhere in the chicken 

genome, we found uTARs with high sequence homology to these genes. The end of the SOX5 

uTAR is ~120kb upstream of the SOX5 annotation, which is ~340kb in length, and the end of the 

RUNX1T1 uTAR is ~50kb upstream of the annotated counterpart, which is ~87kb in length. This 

suggests that the SOX5 and RUNX1T1 uTARs may be additional exons of the existing 

annotations. When we examined the same set of differentially expressed uTARs in day 14 

chicken heart, we found that most were not differentially expressed (Supplementary Fig. 1.1c) 

suggesting a role for these differentially expressed uTARs in early development. Additionally, 

some differentially expressed uTARs in day 4 also had lower total read coverage in the day 14 

dataset such as RUNX1T1 and CLEC14A (Supplementary Fig. 1.1c coverage tracks). Thus, 

uTAR analysis can identify potentially novel development stage specific transcripts. 

We also explored differentially expressed uTARs in the gray mouse lemur lung, naked 

mole rat spleen, and sea urchin embryo datasets. Several differentially expressed uTARs were 

found in the gray mouse lemur EPCAM+ lung cells including H3F3C and BST2 (Fig. 1.3c). 

H3F3C is a novel unannotated gene that plays a role in maintaining nucleosome structure46,47 

while BST2 is associated with interferon gamma and other cytokine signaling pathways in the 

immune system48,49. Differentially expressed naked mole rat uTARs were also identified within 

neutrophils, T cells, and macrophages (Fig. 1.3d). Homology analysis revealed these included 

DUSP1, NATD1, and TRG. The DUSP1 uTAR is a novel feature missing from the HetGla_1.0 
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with high total expression in neutrophils (5778 total unique scRNA-seq reads in 2657 cells). The 

protein encoded by DUSP1 is a phosphatase with dual specificity for tyrosine and threonine and 

is a potential target for cancer therapy in humans50,51. We also found several uTARs that are 

highly expressed in the pigment cells of an embryonic sea urchin (Fig. 1.3e). They include 

several uncharacterized genes such as LOC115926763 and LOC115920005. Therefore, our 

uTAR analysis reveals several unannotated features in understudied organisms such as the naked 

mole rat, gray mouse lemur, and sea urchin. 
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Figure 1.3 - Biologically relevant information is contained in uTAR features. 

Differential uTAR feature analysis for mouse spleen data (a), chicken heart day 4 data (b), gray 

mouse lemur EPCAM+ lung data (c), naked mole rat spleen data (d), and sea urchin embryo data 

(e). Dot plot (left) of differentially expressed uTAR features that are labelled based on sequence 
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homology and cell clusters are numbered along the x-axis. Dot size corresponds to the 

percentage of cells that express the uTAR feature while darker blue color corresponds to higher 

level of log-e normalized expression. UMAP (second left) colored and dimensionally reduced 

using gene expression features where cell clusters are labeled above the UMAP. Total coverage 

plot (top) of 5 uTARs along the length of the uTAR feature on the x-axis. The corresponding 

feature plot on UMAP projection is shown below the coverage plots where darker brown color 

correlate with higher log-e normalized expression in each cell. 

 

To test whether our analysis pipeline is compatible with full-length transcript data, we 

explored Smart-seq2 (SS2) full-length scRNA-seq data of gray mouse lemur testes tissue and 

detected several cell-type specific uTARs (Methods). Dimensionality reduction on full-length 

uTAR features produces results in agreement with a gene feature based dimensional reduction, 

similar to our observation for short-read sequencing scRNA-seq data (Supplementary Fig. 1.2a). 

We performed differential uTAR feature analysis for cell types within the testes tissue and found 

unannotated expression of CCER1 in spermatocytes, TBXAS1 in spermatogonium, and the 

ncRNA LOC105867359 expressed in spermatids (Supplementary Fig. 1.2b).  

The approach we report here can be used to uncover potentially novel cell subtypes by 

examining the differential expression of uTARs in canonical cell types. To test this concept, we 

examined a 10X dataset for the gray mouse lemur spleen tissue and found that uTAR features 

can be used to separate canonical cell types such as T cells, monocytes, and neutrophils, as 

expected (Supplementary Fig. 1.3a). Subsetting of plasma cells and clustering and 

dimensionality reduction based on uTAR expression revealed 2 distinct groups of plasma cells 

(Supplementary Fig. 1.3b). One of these two groups of cells, which was not identified by 

conventional analysis, was characterized by elevated expression of a uTAR with high sequence 

homology to the natural killer complex genes (CD94, NKG2, Ly49L) and uTARs with homology 

to IGKV2 (Supplementary Fig. 1.3c) suggesting that these are IGKV2+ plasma cells. This 

observation suggests that uTAR expression analyses can reveal cell subtypes that are not 

identified using conventional analyses. 

Our approach conservatively labels TARs as uTARs when they are completely outside of 

gene annotations and label TARs as aTARs when they overlap with gene annotations but have 

opposite directionality. We expanded the definition of uTARs to include directionality and 
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repeated the analysis of uTAR expression in developing chicken heart and observed similar 

behavior as described above (Supplementary Fig. 1.4). uTARs tended to cluster cell types better 

in early stages of embryonic development compared to later stages (Supplementary Fig. 1.4a, b). 

We identified 34 differentially expressed uTARs in the day 4 developing chicken heart where 

most lose their differential expression in later timepoints of development (Supplementary Fig. 

1.4c). 11 of these uTARs overlap in position with an annotated gene but are transcribed from the 

antisense strand of a gene in the existing annotations. These features share a similar differential 

expression with the annotated counterpart in day 4 (Supplementary Fig. 1.4d) suggesting that the 

transcription of these antisense uTARs is correlated with the transcription of the corresponding 

sense gene features. 

 

Spatial transcriptomics reveals spatial co-expression of uTARs and canonical gene 

markers. 

We used data generated on the 10X Genomics Visium spatial transcriptomics platform to 

visualize the spatial co-expression of differentially expressed uTARs with canonical gene 

markers. 10 µm thick coronal tissue slices of embryonic heart at days 4 and 14 post fertilization 

were used for spatial transcriptomic analysis. The resulting data comprised 747 and 1995 

barcoded spots for day 4 (5 hearts) and day 14 (1 heart) respectively. We found that the 

expression of a SH3BGR-related uTAR co-localized with that of the canonical cardiomyocyte 

marker TNNT2 at both day 4 and day 14 (Fig. 1.4a left), in line with observations from scRNA-

seq (Fig. 1.3b, Supplementary Fig. 1.1c). We also observed clear expression of RUNX1T1 uTAR 

in the day 4 tissue section but no expression in the day 14 section, in concordance with the 

scRNA-seq data that suggested stage-dependent expression of this uTAR (Fig. 1.4a right). 

Expression of the RUNX1T1 uTAR at day 4 colocalized with a subset of COL1A1+ spots which 

is a marker for epicardial cells. Interestingly, the annotated RUNX1T1 gene has almost no 

expression in the spatial data revealing a discrepancy between annotated gene expression and 

uTAR expression. We quantified the correlation between the spatial expression of 11 uTARs in 

the day 4 sample and several canonical gene markers such as HBZ for red blood cells, TNNT2 for 

myocytes, and COL1A1 for epicardial progenitors (Pearson correlation, log-e normalized spot 

expression). We then performed hierarchical clustering on correlation values (Fig. 1.4b). We 

found that spatial uTAR expression in several cell types colocalized with canonical markers for 
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those cells. Immune and immature fibroblast cell types are two of the 3 least abundant cell types 

according to the scRNA-seq data. As a result, their spatial correlation was low due to zero 

expression in most spots in the spatial data. Altogether, spatial transcriptomic data agreed with 

our findings of cell type and stage specific expression of highly expressed uTARs. 

 

Figure 1.4 – Spatial transcriptomics to map uTAR expression in chicken embryonic hearts. 

 a) Spatial log-e normalized expression of canonical TNNT2 myocytes marker, SH3BGR uTAR, 

canonical COL1A1 epicardial cells marker, RUNX1T1 uTAR, and annotated RUNX1T1 gene 

for chicken embryonic heart at day 4 (5 hearts) and day 14 (1 heart) post fertilization. b) 

Dendrogram computed on Pearson correlation of log-e normalized spatial expression for 

canonical gene markers and uTARs (underlined) in a day 4 chicken heart tissue section. 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Supplementary Figure 1.1 – Additional uTAR analysis and mouse genome (mm10) uTAR 

statistics.5 

a) Venn diagram comparing the number of total bases in the mouse (mm10) assembly versus 

number of bases covered by aTAR and uTAR features. b) UMAP dimensional reduction on 

annotated gene expression features (top row) and uTARs (second row) for human PBMCs 

relative to hg16 assembly and corresponding RefSeq annotations, human PBMCs relative to 

hg38 assembly and GENCODE v30 annotations, and in chicken embryonic heart development 

days 7 and 10. Cells are colored in each column based on gene expression clustering. Relative 

number of directional uTAR reads for each cell in every cluster also shown as violin plots (third 

row, colors correspond to UMAPs). 3849 cells in hg16 and hg38, 4132 cells in chicken day 7, 

and 3313 cells in day 10. c) Chicken day 14 heart development dot plot (left) of day 4 

differentially expressed uTAR features that are labeled based on sequence homology and cell 

clusters are numbered along the x-axis. Dot size correspond to number of cells that express the 

uTAR feature while darker blue color correlate to higher level of log-e normalized expression. 

UMAP (second left) colored and dimensionally reduced using gene expression features where 
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cell clusters are labeled above the UMAP. Total coverage plot (top) of 5 uTARs along the length 

of the uTAR feature on the x-axis. The corresponding feature plot on UMAP projection is shown 

below the coverage plots where darker brown color correlate with higher log-e normalized 

expression in each cell.  

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Supplementary Figure 1.2 – uTAR analysis reveals unannotated transcripts in Smart-seq2 

data of gray mouse lemur testes tissue.6 

a) UMAP dimensional reduction on annotated gene expression features, aTARs, and uTARs for 

Smart-seq2 generated gray mouse lemur testes data relative to Mmur_3.0 assembly and 

corresponding RefSeq annotations. Cells (n=708) are colored based on gene expression 

clustering. b) Gray mouse lemur testes dot plot (left) of differentially expressed uTAR features 

that are labeled based on sequence homology and cell clusters are numbered along the x-axis. 

Dot size correspond to number of cells that express the uTAR feature while darker blue color 

correlate to higher level of log-e normalized expression. UMAP (second left) colored and 

dimensionally reduced using gene expression features where cell clusters are labeled above the 

UMAP. Total coverage plot (top) of 5 uTARs along the length of the uTAR feature on the x-

axis. The corresponding feature plot on UMAP projection is shown below the coverage plots 

where darker brown color correlate with higher log-e normalized expression in each cell.  

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Supplementary Figure 1.3 – uTAR analysis reveals a subset of IGKV2+ plasma cells in 

gray mouse lemur spleen.7 

a) UMAP dimensional reduction on annotated gene expression features (left) and uTARs (right) 

for 10X generated gray mouse lemur spleen data relative to Mmur_3.0 assembly and 

corresponding RefSeq annotations. Cells (n=4764) are colored based on gene expression 

clustering. b) UMAP dimensional reduction of plasma cells (n=250) on uTARs (left) and 

annotated gene features (right). Cells are colored by uTAR clustering. c) Gray mouse lemur 

plasma cells dot plot (left) of differentially expressed uTAR features that are labeled based on 

sequence homology and cell clusters are numbered along the x-axis. Dot size correspond to 

number of cells that express the uTAR feature while darker blue color correlate to higher level of 

log-e normalized expression. Total coverage plot (top) of 3 uTARs along the length of the uTAR 

feature on the x-axis. The corresponding feature plot on UMAP projection is shown below the 

coverage plots where darker brown color correlate with higher log-e normalized expression in 

each cell.  

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Supplementary Figure 1.4 – Stranded and non-stranded analyses yield similar results in 

chicken embryonic heart development.8 

a)  UMAP dimensional reduction on annotated gene expression features (top row) and 

directional uTARs (second row) for different time points in chicken embryonic heart 

development. Cells are colored in each column based on gene expression clustering. Relative 

number of directional uTAR reads for each cell in every cluster also shown as violin plots (third 

row, colors correspond to UMAPs). 4363 cells in chicken day 4, 4132 cells in day 7, 3313 cells 

in day 10, and 2198 cells in day 14. b) Silhouette coefficient values based on 2D UMAP 

coordinates of gene expression (blue), aTARs (red), and directional uTARs (maroon) for 4 time 

points in chicken heart development. Cell labels are defined by gene annotation clustering. c) 

Dot plots of log-e normalized differentially expressed day 4 directional uTAR features in day 4, 

and 14 labeled based on sequence homology. Features labeled with “(-)” represent directional 
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uTARs found on the antisense strand of the gene. d) Dot plot of log-e normalized day 4 

directional uTARs on the antisense strand of a gene annotation (left) and the corresponding sense 

strand gene annotation (right).  

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

DISCUSSION: 

Current scRNA-seq analysis relies on the availability of high-quality gene annotation to 

identify cell types, study dynamic transcriptional behavior over time, and predict gene 

interactions. We developed a method to identify unannotated TARs that distinguish cell types in 

single-cell transcriptomic data. This approach is most relevant for the analysis of scRNA-seq 

datasets from less routinely studied organisms, and datasets from developing tissues that often 

comprise, as we show here, transcriptional products that are not represented in gene annotations. 

We present proof-of principle applications of this procedure to study unannotated transcripts in 

embryonic development and to explore previously unknown genomic features in several species. 

The strategy we propose broadly identifies transcriptionally active regions, without 

attempting to filter, curate, or characterize those regions, and then employs single-cell expression 

analyses to identify regions outside of the gene annotation that are relevant for the identification 

of cell states or types. Other transcriptionally active regions may encode transcripts that are 

broadly expressed in all cell types. This strategy allows focusing annotation, curation, and 

validation efforts to those regions that are biologically significant. Our procedure expands the 

scope of scRNA-seq to tissues of understudied species, cell types, and development stages, 

enhancing the range of new biology that can be uncovered using these powerful approaches. In 

addition, our work points to an application for scRNA-seq to refine existing gene annotations, or 

to create de novo gene annotations. 

  

METHODS: 

Generation of chicken embryonic heart scRNA-seq data: Fertile white leghorn chicken eggs 

were incubated using an egg incubator that controls humidity and temperature until the 

embryonic day of interest. Chicken embryonic ventricular free walls were excised aseptically in 

ice cold Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS) and then minced into one-millimeter tissue 

fragments. Six dozen day 4, Hamburger-Hamilton developmental stage 21-23 (HH21-23), whole 
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ventricles, four dozen day 7 (HH30-31) left and right ventricles, three dozen day 10 (HH35-36) 

left and right ventricles, and one dozen day 14 (HH40) left and right ventricles were respectively 

pooled for seven total samples to be analyzed via single cell RNA sequencing. The day 4 and day 

7 ventricular tissue fragments were digested under constant mild agitation at 37°C in 1.5mg/mL 

collagenase type II/dispase (Roche) for one cycle of 20 minutes and one cycle of 10 minutes, 

while the day 10 and day 14 ventricular tissue fragments were digested in 300U/mL collagenase 

type II (Worthington Biochemical Corporation) for four cycles of 10 minutes to dissociate the 

cells from the tissue. Cells were then passed through a 40µm filter and centrifuged into a pellet. 

For all samples, blood was removed by resuspension in an ACK lysis buffer followed by 

centrifugation and two washes in 1X phosphate buffered saline with 0.04% bovine serum 

albumin (1XPBS/BSA). For the day 14 samples, cells underwent fluorescence-activated cell 

sorting (FACs) to sort for live, non-apoptotic cells. Prior to FACs, the day 14 samples were first 

stained for 10 minutes in 4 µg/mL Calcein AM at 37°C in HBSS with 2% fetal bovine serum 

(HBSS/FBS), washed in HBSS/FBS, centrifuged, stained with 1µg/mL of 7AAD on ice in 

HBSS/FBS for at least 30 minutes, and then immediately cell sorted in HBSS/FBS. For all 

samples, single cell suspensions were then resuspended at 1 x 106 cells/mL in 1XPBS/BSA prior 

to single cell RNA sequencing. The 10X Genomics gene expression Library v2 Kit was used to 

isolate day 10 and day 14 samples. The 10X Genomics gene expression Library v3 Kit was used 

to isolate 4DPF and 7DPF samples. Illumina NextSeq500 paired-end sequencing was used to 

sequence each sample. Chicken uTARs were generated by combining sequence alignment files 

for all samples. scRNA-seq analysis shown for the right ventricle of day 7, 10, and 14. 

  

Sequence alignment and generation of expression matrices: Fastq sequence files were 

processed (adapter trimming, barcode tagging) using the Drop-seq52 suite of computational tools 

and were aligned to respective genomes using STAR without gene annotation indexing. Gene 

expression matrices were generated based on gene annotations and TAR expression matrices 

were generated based on TAR annotations (described below) using Drop-seq tools. 

  

Identifying TARs from alignment files using groHMM: We used groHMM27 to predict 

transcribed regions from aligned scRNA-seq data in a strand specific manner without 

annotations. Uniquely mapped reads from multiple scRNA-seq data were merged (i.e. without 
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consideration for coverage of individual cells). We down sampled the combined alignment file of 

the Tabula Muris dataset and kept 5% of all uniquely aligned reads to account for the 

computational memory constraints of the groHMM tool. Then, we used groHMM to scan the 

mapped read counts along the genome with window size 50bp without overlap. The emission 

probabilities were modeled by a gamma distribution. The gamma distribution parameters and 

transition probabilities were learned using the Baum-Welch expectation maximization (EM) 

algorithm. We predicted the transcribed regions from both the sense and antisense strands. 

Predicted transcribed regions within 500bp were merged using bedtools53 merge (parameters: -s -

d 500). The coverage of each region was calculated using bedtools coverage (parameters: -s -

counts -split). Transcribed regions with at least n reads were kept and used as TAR features in 

the following analysis, where n is set as 1/10,000,000 of uniquely mapped reads in the combined 

alignment file derived from samtools54 view (parameters: -q 255). 

TARs identified using the groHMM algorithm were labelled as annotated TAR (aTAR) 

or unannotated TAR (uTAR) features based on their overlap with existing gene annotations.  The 

refFlat genome annotation format was used in all cases where the genomic start and end position 

of each transcript is recorded. HMM features that have any overlap with an existing gene 

annotation transcript based strictly on transcription start and stop sites were labelled as “aTAR”, 

without accounting for strandedness. HMM features that overlap with an existing gene 

annotation but were on opposing strands were also labeled “aTAR”. All other HMM features 

were labelled as “uTAR”. 

  

Single-cell transcriptome analysis: We used the Seurat suite of scRNA-seq tools30,31 to analyze 

gene expression and TAR expression data. Cells were filtered based on the number of gene 

expression features and TAR features were filtered based on being expressed in at least 2 cells. 

Cell filtering parameters were different for each dataset to optimize downstream analysis and to 

account for different protocols. Tabula Muris cells were filtered and labeled based on metadata 

information provided in the paper. Human PBMC cells were filtered based on having between 

201-2599 gene features and less than 5% mitochondrial transcripts according to the hg38 

assembly and GENCODEv30 annotations. Chicken cells were filtered based on having more 

than 200 gene features and less than 20% mitochondrial transcripts. Gray mouse lemur cells 

were filtered based on having between 201-2499 gene features. Naked mole rat cells were 
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filtered based on having between 401-2499 gene features. Sea urchin cells were filtered based on 

having between 401-2499 gene features. Gene and TAR combined expression matrices were log-

normalized and scaled before further processing. For the human PBMC dataset, 4000 variable 

features (including genes and TARs) were found based on mean-variance ratios. PCA was 

performed on variable gene features, aTARs, and uTARs in the human PBMC dataset. PCA was 

performed using all genes, aTARs, and uTARs in the other datasets. Cells were clustered using a 

KNN graph-based clustering approach with the first 10 PCs derived from gene expression 

reduction. UMAP projections were derived from the first 10 PCs using either gene expression, 

aTAR expression, or uTAR expression. 

  

Identifying differentially expressed uTARs: We used the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test to identify 

differentially expressed genes and TARs in every cell cluster, filtered based on increased 

expression as compared to all other cells. Canonical marker gene analysis was performed to 

identify cell clusters in days 4 and 14 chicken heart, naked mole rat spleen, and gray mouse 

lemur lung datasets. Differential mouse spleen uTARs were filtered by being in at least 25% of 

cells in the cluster and more than 0.5 log-e fold change compared to the rest of the cells. 

Differential day 4 chicken uTARs were further filtered by being in at least 25% of cells in the 

cluster and more than 0.25 log-e fold change compared to the rest of the cells. Lemur lung 

differential uTARs were further filtered based on being in at least 50% of cells in the cluster and 

more than 0.75 log-e fold change compared to the rest of the cells. Naked mole rat differential 

uTARs were further filtered based on being in at least 50% of cells in the cluster and more than 

0.5 log-e fold change compared to the rest of the cells. Sea urchin differential uTARs were 

further filtered based on being in at least 50% of cells in the cluster and more than 1 log-e fold 

change compared to the rest of the cells. Lemur SS2 testes differential uTARs were filtered 

based on being in at least 25% of cells in the cluster and more than 0.25 log-e fold change 

compared to the rest of the cells (top 5 differentially expressed uTARs shown in Supplementary 

Fig. 1.2b dot plot). Differential uTARs for the 10X lemur plasma cells from spleen were filtered 

based on being in at least 25% of cells in the cluster and more than 0.25 log-e fold change 

compared to the rest of the cells (4 uTARs shown in Supplementary Fig. 1.3c dot plot).  

 

uTAR annotation using BLAST: The total coverage of each differentially expressed uTAR is 
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extracted using samtools depth and the coverage along the length of the uTAR is smoothed using 

locally weighted smoothing (LOESS) with the span set to 0.25. We then find the coordinates of 

the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the largest peak along the length of the uTAR. The 

nucleotide fasta sequence along this coordinate is extracted using samtools faidx. We then feed 

these sequences into BLASTn against the nucleotide collection (nt) database. BLASTn results 

are filtered for hits that have a maximum e-value of 0.01 and a minimum bitscore of 50. 

Differentially expressed uTARs are then labeled based on hits with the highest bitscore. uTARs 

that do not have hits that fit the e-value and bitscore thresholds are labeled as 

unknown/undetermined. For the 10X lemur plasma cells, nucleotide fasta sequences of uTARs 

were fed into IgBLAST against the human germline gene database. uTARs are similarly labeled 

based on hits with the highest bitscore. For the SS2 lemur testes data, nucleotide fasta sequences 

of full length uTARs were fed into BLASTn against the nt database. 

  

Pseudo-bulk versus single-cell derived uTAR comparison: uTAR pseudo-bulk coverage was 

calculated using bedtools coverage on the merged alignment files for each experiment. uTAR PC 

loadings were calculated based on the sum of absolute PC loading values in the first 5 PCs based 

on uTAR PC analysis. 

  

10X Genomics Visium spatial transcriptome sample and library generation: Whole hearts 

were dissected, placed in sterile Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution, and perfused through the apex to 

remove blood. Fresh samples were embedded in Optimal Cutting Compound (OCT) and frozen 

with liquid-nitrogen-cooled isopentane before sectioning into 10 µm slices using Thermo 

Scientific™ CryoStar NX50 cryostat. Sections were mounted on -20°C cooled Visium slides. 

Five sections were mounted for day 4, four sections for day 7, two sections for day 10, and one 

section for day 14 post fertilization. cDNA libraries were generated using 10x Genomics Visium 

Spatial Gene Expression 3’ Library Construction V1 Kit. A 10X Genomics Visium Spatial Gene 

Expression slide has 4 capture areas. Each capture area has 5000 circular spots that are 55µm in 

diameter with a center to center distance of 110 µm. Each spot contains DNA oligos consisting 

of a PCR handle, spot specific spatial barcodes, Unique Molecular Identify (UMI), and poly-dT-

VN tail for mRNA capture. Haemotoxylin and Eosin stained heart sections were imaged using 

Zeiss PALM MicroBeam laser capture microscope and images were processed using Fiji from 
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ImageJ. Illumina NextSeq 500/550 was used to sequence the spatially tagged cDNA libraries 

with 150 cycle high output kits (Read 1 = 120, Read 2 = 5, Index 1 = 14 and Index 2 = 8). 

Sequencing files were processed using 10X Genomics Space Ranger pipeline. TAR annotations 

were generated by running groHMM on the combined Space Ranger derived alignment files 

across the 4 time points. TAR and GRCg6a Ensembl v96 annotations were combined to create 

one set of genome annotation. Spatially tagged TAR and gene expression matrices were 

generated with the combined annotation set following the Space Ranger pipeline. 

 

Spatial transcriptome processing and visualization: We used Seurat spatial transcriptome 

tools to visualize spatially tagged expression data. Feature expression matrices were log-e 

normalized before further processing. We identified spatial uTARs that overlap with 

differentially expressed scRNA-seq uTARs in chromosome position and strandedness. If several 

spatial uTARs overlap with a scRNA-seq uTAR, we visualized and calculated spatial 

correlations based on the spatial uTAR with the highest total expression.  

 

Smart-seq2 analysis of gray mouse lemur testes data: STAR aligned paired-end sequencing 

files were collect for each cell in the dataset. Read fragments from the paired-end sequencing 

data is collected using bedtools bamtobed with the “-bedpe” option set. We ran groHMM on read 

fragments to generate TARs. TARs were labeled as aTARs and uTARs in the same way as 10X 

generated datasets. Labeled TAR annotation file in the gtf format is generated by a custom script 

provided in the TAR-scRNA-seq Git repository. The featureCounts55 tool, with strandedness 

option set to 1 (-s 1) and paired-end option set (-p), was used to generate a count of each TAR 

features for every cell in the dataset. Count vectors were aggregated to generate a TAR 

expression matrix. We have included in our github repository a script 

(scripts/SingleCellHMM_MW_SS2.bash) that will generate TAR annotations in refFlat and gtf 

formats from SS2 paired-end sequencing data. 

 

TAR-scRNA-seq tool and scripts: The snakemake56 pipeline along with the bash and R scripts 

used in the TAR-scRNA-seq tool is available at  https://github.com/fw262/TAR-scRNA-seq with 

the identifier (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4567436). 

 

https://github.com/fw262/TAR-scRNA-seq
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DATA AVAILABILITY: 

Publicly available datasets: Fastq files for the human PBMC dataset were downloaded directly 

from the 10X Genomics library of single cell gene expression data. Tabula Muris alignment files 

(BAMs) for 10X Genomics droplet generated data were downloaded from the Gene Expression 

Omnibus (GSE109774[https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE109774]) and 

fastq files were extracted using the 10X Genomics bamtofastq tool57. Mouse uTARs were 

generated based on combining alignment files across all droplet generated data and scRNA-seq 

analysis for kidney (10X_P4_5) and spleen (10X_P4_6) samples are shown. Fastq files for the 

naked mole rat and sea urchin datasets were downloaded from GEO listed in their respective 

publications (GSM3885302 and GSE134350 respectively). Naked mole rat uTARs were 

generated based on combining alignment files for the spleen samples (SRR9291380, 

SRR9291381, SRR9291382, SRR9291383, SRR9291384, SRR9291385, SRR9291386, 

SRR9291387) and scRNA-seq analysis for sample SRR9291380 (nmr_1.1) is shown. Sea urchin 

embryo uTARs were generate based on combining alignment files generated from SRR9693264, 

SRR9693265, and SRR9693266 and scRNA-seq analysis for sample SRR9693264 (D1) is 

shown. Gray mouse lemur lung tissue uTARs were generated from the Tabula Microcebus 

consortium by combining MLCA_ANTOINE_LUNG_EPCAM_POS_S12, 

MLCA_ANTOINE_LUNG_CD31_POS_S11, MLCA_ANTOINE_LUNG_P3_S7 datasets and 

scRNA-seq analysis for MLCA_ANTOINE_LUNG_EPCAM_POS_S12 is shown. Gray mouse 

lemur spleen tissue uTARs were generated from the Tabula Microcebus consortium from the 

MLCA_ANTOINE_SPLEEN dataset. Gray mouse lemur SS2 testes data was collected from the 

Tabula Microcebus consortium. 

 

The chicken related sequencing data discussed in this publication have been deposited in NCBI's 

Gene Expression Omnibus and are accessible through GEO Series accession number 

GSE149457. H&E stained tissue images for spatial RNA-seq datasets have been made available 

through the Git repository (https://github.com/fw262/TAR-scRNA-seq). 

 

CODE AVAILABILITY: 

Code used to generate figures in this manuscript are available in the Git repository under the 

folder “scripts_for_figures.” Git repository: https://github.com/fw262/TAR-scRNA-seq58. 

https://support.10xgenomics.com/single-cell-gene-expression/datasets/2.1.0/pbmc4k?
https://tabula-muris.ds.czbiohub.org/
https://github.com/fw262/TAR-scRNA-seq
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CHAPTER 2: TABULA MICROCEBUS: A TRANSCRIPTOMIC CELL ATLAS OF MOUSE 

LEMUR, AN EMERGING PRIMATE MODEL ORGANISM. 

The development of TAR-scRNA-seq described in chapter 1 has led to collaborations with the 

Tabula Microcebus Consortium. We applied TAR-scRNA-seq on 10X Genomics 3’ generated 

gray mouse lemur cells to uncover thousands of cell-type specific unannotated features. The 

three publications related to the collaboration are listed below. 

• Tabula Microcebus: A transcriptomic cell atlas of mouse lemur, an emerging primate 

model organism. The Tabula Microcebus Consortium. BioRxiv preprint (2021)5. 

• Mouse lemur transcriptomic atlas elucidates primate genes, physiology, disease, and 

evolution. The Tabula Microcebus Consortium. Draft (2022).  

• An organism-wide atlas of hormonal signaling based on the mouse lemur single-cell 

transcriptome. The Tabula Microcebus Consortium. BioRxiv preprint (2021)59. 

The following is adapted from “Mouse lemur transcriptomic atlas elucidates primate 

genes, physiology, disease, and evolution.” The adaptation only includes sections directly related 

to the application of TAR-scRNA-seq on gray mouse lemur scRNA-seq data. Please refer to 

preprint links above for reference to other works. 

  

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.12.12.469460v1
https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.12.13.472243v1
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ABSTRACT: 

Mouse lemurs (Microcebus spp.) are an emerging model organism for primate biology, 

behavior, health, and conservation. Although little has been known about their cellular and 

molecular biology, in the accompanying paper we used large-scale single cell RNA-sequencing 

of 27 organs and tissues to identify over 750 molecular cell types and their full transcriptomic 

profiles. Here we use this extensive transcriptomic dataset to uncover thousands of previously 

unidentified genes and hundreds of thousands of new splice junctions in the reference genome 

that globally define lemur gene structures and cell-type selective expression and splicing and to 

investigate gene expression evolution. We use the atlas to explore the biology and function of the 

lemur immune system, including the expression profiles across the organism of all MHC genes 

and chemokines in health and disease, and the mapping of neutrophil and macrophage 

development, trafficking, and activation, their local and global responses to infection, and 

primate-specific aspects of the program. We characterize other examples of primate-specific 

physiology and disease such as unique features of lemur adipocytes that may underlie their 

dramatic seasonal rhythms, and spontaneous metastatic endometrial cancer that models the 

human gynecological malignancy. We identify and describe the organism-wide expression 

profiles of over 400 primate genes missing in mice, some implicated in human disease. Thus, an 

organism-wide molecular cell atlas and molecular cell autopsies can enhance gene discovery, 

structure definition, and annotation in a new model organism, and can identify and elucidate 

primate-specific genes, physiology, diseases, and evolution.  
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INTRODUCTION: 

Although many of the genes, pathways, and principles of modern biology and the 

molecular foundations of medicine were uncovered in studies of the canonical genetic model 

organisms such as yeast, Drosophila, and mouse, new model organisms are being developed to 

study aspects of biology and medicine not observed or poorly modeled in the canonical model 

organisms60–64. The recent explosion of these emerging model organisms in diverse areas of 

biology has been fueled by advances in DNA sequencing and genomics, which has made 

construction of a high quality reference genome for a newly studied species readily attainable, 

and by CRISPR-Cas9 systems that have made introduction of targeted mutations in the genome 

practical in many species, enabling genetic investigations. What has remained challenging is 

obtaining a rich cellular and molecular understanding of a new model organism and its biology, 

which has generally required decades to accrue through intensive effort of many researchers 

developing precision technologies and applying them to various aspects of the organism’s 

development, physiology, and behavior. We reasoned that single cell transcriptomics performed 

at organism-wide scale could greatly facilitate such an understanding, and in the accompanying 

manuscript5 we created a comprehensive molecular cell atlas of the gray mouse lemur, 

Microcebus murinus.  

Mouse lemurs (Microcebus spp.) provide an appealing model for the study of primate 

biology and health65–67. Their physiology has been studied for decades in laboratory colonies, 

especially their circadian and dramatic seasonal rhythms, metabolism, cognition and aging68–72. 

Likewise, their ecology, behavior, communication, and phylogeny have been investigated 

through field studies in their native Madagascar73–77. However, little has been known about their 

genetics, genomics, or cellular and molecular biology. That began to change with the completion 

of an annotated reference genome sequence for M. murinus78. And, in the accompanying paper5, 

we used large-scale droplet (10x) and plate-based (Smart-seq2, SS2) single cell RNA-sequencing 

(scRNA-seq) of 226,000 cells from 27 mouse lemur organs and tissues opportunistically 

procured from four aged donors that were clinically and histologically characterized. This 

identified over 750 molecular cell types and their full transcriptomic profiles and defined the 

molecular relationships of the cell types to each other and to the homologous cell types in human 

and mouse.  
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In this paper, we use this molecular cell atlas and extensive transcriptomic dataset to 

elucidate primate genes, physiology, and disease. We uncover thousands of previously 

unidentified genes and hundreds of thousands of new splice junctions that globally define lemur 

gene structures and cell-type selective expression and splicing, and we show how these global 

expression profiles aid in gene annotation and characterizing gene evolution. We use the atlas to 

probe the genes, cells, and function of the lemur immune system in health and disease, including 

primate-specific genes and aspects of immune function. We characterize other examples of 

primate-specific physiology and disease, along with the expression profiles of over 400 primate 

genes absent in mice. The results show how a molecular cell atlas can be used to elucidate 

primate genes, physiology, diseases, and evolution, and the approach can be readily applied to 

other emerging model organisms.   
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RESULTS:  

Organism-wide scRNA-seq uncovers new genes 

Our organism-wide scRNA-seq dataset provides a massive amount of transcriptomic 

sequence information: ~2x1012 base pairs (~1012 bp high-quality reads from 10x and SS2 each) 

distributed throughout the ~2.5x109 bp M. murinus genome, providing ~104-fold average 

coverage of the transcriptome (~2.5x108 bp of NCBI-annotated transcripts). We reasoned that 

such deep coverage of the transcriptome across most cell types of most organs would enhance 

gene detection, gene structure (intron-exon) definition21, and gene annotation beyond current 

state-of-the-art methods that rely primarily on phylogenetic sequence comparisons and, when 

available, bulk RNA sequencing, such as the current M. murinus genome annotations (NCBI 

Microcebus Murinus Annotation Release 101, Ensembl Genome Browser v100) that draw on 

bulk RNA-seq data from eight tissues.  

To evaluate the impact of our scRNA-seq datasets on gene detection, we used the hidden 

Markov model approach described in an associated paper22 to identify Transcriptionally Active 

Regions (TARs) of the genome, genomic locations with significant read coverage, using the 10x 

generated sequencing reads from our scRNA-seq datasets (Fig. 2.1a). This revealed that TARs 

comprise 13% (3.3x108 bp) of the Mmur 3.0 genome assembly (2.5x109 bp), with most TARs 

(87%, 2.8x108 bp, 11% of genome) mapping to previously annotated genes (aTARs) (Fig. 2.1b). 

The rest of the TARs (13%, 4.2x107 bps, 1.7% of genome) mapped to unannotated genomic 

regions (uTARs), including newly identified genes (see below). uTARs that are differentially 

expressed across cell types (see Methods) account for 2.4±1.5% (mean±s.d.) of the unique 

sequencing reads per cell, up to a median value of 18.5% in skin sweat gland cells (Fig. 2.1c, 

Table 1). These differentially expressed uTARs are likely biologically significant because, in 

many tissues, from uTAR cellular expression patterns alone, we could distinguish cell types with 

a consistency that approached that using previously annotated genes or aTARs, as defined by the 

computed silhouette values (Supp. Fig. 2.1a-c). Likewise, dimensional reduction of the testes 

scRNA-seq dataset using uTAR features alone was able to reconstruct the full spermatogenesis 

program, mimicking the result with annotated genes6 including stage-appropriate expression of 

major sperm cell type marker genes and the decline during differentiation in the number of genes 

expressed (Fig. 2.1d-g, Supp. Fig. 2.1d).  
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We sought to determine the gene identities and molecular functions of uTARs. We first 

showed that TAR analysis has high sensitivity for detecting previously annotated genes (Fig. 

S2.1e). For example, of the 5000 NCBI-annotated mouse lemur genes with the highest cell type 

expression variance in our 10x scRNA-seq dataset, TARs captured 98% (4884 genes), and of the 

3904 genes annotated by Ensembl but not NCBI, TARs captured 44% (1728 genes, mostly non-

protein coding genes, Table 1). TARs also captured 88% (379 genes) of the 429 primate-specific 

genes (Section 7) (Table 2). We then searched for homologs in other species of the 4003 

differentially-expressed uTARs (Table 1). DNA sequence (blastn) searches identified 

homologous genes for 2368 (59%) of these 4003 uTARs and transcript/protein sequence 

searches (nf-predictorthologs23,24) identified protein-coding (DIAMOND blastp) hits for 3185 

(80%), noncoding (Infernal cmscan) hits for 45 (1%), and both protein-coding and noncoding 

hits for 231 (6%) (Supp. Fig. 2.1f). Some of these uTARs are conserved genes missed by the 

conventional annotation pipeline, such as dozens of genes present in human (with or without a 

mouse ortholog) but missing from NCBI and Ensembl’s annotations of Mmur 3.0 (e.g. DRD5 in 

fibroblasts of the bone, GSTA3 in tendon cells of the bone, EEFSEC in pericytes of the 

hypothalamus, MYEOV in astrocytes of the brain stem, TIGD1 in CD4-positive cells, SPRR2G 

in suprabasal epidermal cells, see Table 1).  
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Figure 2.1 - Organism-wide scRNA-seq uncovers new genes of the mouse lemur genome.9 

a) Schematic of the analysis used to identify all transcriptionally active genome regions (TARs) 

from 10x scRNA-seq data and characterize differentially-expressed unannotated TARs (uTARs). 

b) Pie chart showing the percentage of base pairs in the Mmur 3.0 genome assembly that are 

aTARs, uTARs, or transcriptionally inactive from the 10x dataset.  

c) Stacked bar plot showing for each cell type in the altas (10x dataset) the median percentage of 

transcript reads categorized as aTARs, differentially expressed uTARs (DE uTAR, see Methods), 

and non-differentially expressed uTARs (non-DE uTAR). Cell types are ordered by cell type 

designation number (see the accompanying manuscript6) and color coded by compartments. 

Examples of cell types with high DE uTAR percentages are highlighted (labeled as designation 

number - cell type annotation (tissue)).  

d) UMAP visualization of mouse lemur male germ cells from testis (L4, 10x dataset), with 

embedding based on the expression of the annotated genes (top, also see section 3 and 6 of 6) 

and uTARs only (bottom). Datapoints (cells) are color coded by annotations of spermatogenesis 

stages (as in g). Black lines indicate predicted pseudo-time developmental trajectories with the 

arrows pointing in the developmental direction. Gray lines indicate alignment of the data points 

to the trajectory.  

https://paperpile.com/c/ekgl5u/lS7sX
https://paperpile.com/c/ekgl5u/lS7sX
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e) Comparison of the male germ cell pseudo-time trajectory coordinates according to expression 

of annotated genes (x-axis) and uTARs (y-axis). Dashed black line indicates a 1:1 relationship. r 

represents the Pearson’s correlation coefficient. 

f) Number of unique genes (top) and uTARs (middle) expressed as well as percentage of uTAR 

reads (bottom) of the lemur male germ cells ordered along the pseudo-time trajectory calculated 

by uTAR expression.  

g) Dot plot showing average expression of DE uTAR examples labeled by sequence homology 

across the male germ cell types ordered by their developmental stages. Color of the dots 

indicates cell type average expression level and dot size indicates percent of cells in the 

population with detected transcripts of the uTAR. Identical gene names indicate that multiple 

uTARs aligned to the same gene in another species. 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Supplementary Figure 2.1 - Organism-wide scRNA-seq uncovers new genes of the mouse 

lemur genome.10 

a) Box plot of average silhouette coefficient values of the atlas datasets (separated by tissue and 

lemur individual, and sequencing channel) based on expression of annotated genes, aTARs, or 

uTARs. For each dataset, cells were grouped by their cell type designation and their silhouette 

value was calculated using the cell-cell distances in the 2D UMAP embeddings of either the 

gene, aTAR, or uTAR-expression space, and then averaged across allcells of the dataset (see 

Methods). Box denotes mean±s.d.. Red triangles denote the L4 colon dataset (10x) shown in 

panel b.  

b) UMAP visualization of mouse lemur colon cells (L4, 10x dataset) embedded according to the 

expression of the annotated genes (top) or uTARs only (bottom). Datapoints (cells) are color 

coded by cell type designation (as in c).  
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c) Dot plot showing average expression of DE uTAR examples labeled by sequence homology 

across the L4’s colon cell types. Identical gene names indicate that multiple uTARs aligned to 

the same gene in another species. 

d) Expression of sperm cell type markers in germ cells from testis (L4, 10x dataset) ordered by 

the pseudotime developmental trajectory calculated by uTAR expression (as in Fig. 2.1d-g.) 

e) Percentage of genes detected by the TAR analysis (for different gene categories) as a function 

of the filtering threshold used to define cell type selective expression (i.e. TAR expression in any 

cell type ≥ e^threshold times that of the average of other cell types). Gene categories examined 

includes: the top 100 (black), 2000 (dark gray), and 5000 (light gray) variably expressed genes 

annotated in the Mmur 3.0 NCBI annotation, all genes (blue), human and lemur-specific genes 

(yellow), and genes annotated in the Mmur 3.0 Ensembl annotations but missing from NCBI 

(green).  

f) Venn diagram of 4003 DE-uTARs with sequence homology to coding regions (>1 hit by 

DIAMOND blastp analysis) and/or non-coding regions (>1 hit by Infernal cmscan analysis), 

according to Nf-predictorthologs analysis. 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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DISCUSSION: 

Although the recent explosion of new model organisms has been fueled by the creation of 

reference genome sequences, and by the promise of CRISPR-Cas9 systems for targeted 

mutagenesis, what has remained limiting is the rich cellular and molecular understanding of a 

new model organism that typically takes decades to acquire. Our results show how a 

comprehensive molecular cell atlas of the mouse lemur5 can be readily exploited in at least four 

ways to elucidate its genes, physiology, and diseases, and provide insights into primate biology 

and evolution.  

We showed that the massive transcriptomic datasets uncover thousands of previously 

unidentified genes and hundreds of thousands of new splice sites that globally define lemur gene 

structures, splice isoforms, and their cellular expression patterns. Many are expressed only in 

specific cell types, so would be obscured in conventional bulk tissue profiling by more broadly 

expressed genes and isoforms. Their expression patterns also aid in gene naming and orthology 

assignments, by identifying the lemur homolog with the most similar expression pattern 

("expression-log") to characterized genes in other species. 

 

METHODS: 

Data availability 

Tabula Microcebus data (including cell coordinates of FIRM-integrated UMAPs and 

MHC gene expression data) and cross-species datasets can be found in Figshare 

(https://figshare.com/projects/Tabula_Microcebus/112227). Tabula Microcebus web portal also 

allows for interactive visualization of the scRNA-seq data with cellxgene and the histological 

images of mouse lemur tissue slides (https://tabula-microcebus.ds.czbiohub.org/).  

 

uTAR analysis to identify unannotated genes 

To uncover unannotated transcriptionally active regions (uTARs), we employed the 

workflow developed by Wang et al.9 for scRNA-seq data that identifies transcriptionally active 

regions (TARs), genome regions with abundant transcript alignments, using a previously 

published tool groHMM142. Briefly, all mouse lemur 10x datasets were aligned to Mmur 3.0 

using STAR with default parameters, without gene annotation indexing, and transcribed regions 

were predicted using the groHMM tool. TARs that were within 500 bps of each other were 

https://figshare.com/projects/Tabula_Microcebus/112227
https://tabula-microcebus.ds.czbiohub.org/
https://paperpile.com/c/ekgl5u/ZQTyd
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combined into a single TAR and kept if it was expressed in at least 2 cells of the droplet based 

atlas. The detected TARs were then separated into annotated TARs (aTARs) and unannotated 

TARs (uTARs), based on whether the region is currently annotated as a gene in the NCBI’s 

Annotation Release 101 of Mmur 3.0. This identified that in the mouse lemur genome (2487 

Mbps), aTARs and uTARs cover 284 and 42 Mbps, respectively.  

To filter out transcriptional and sequencing noise from biologically significant uTARs, 

we then examined if a uTAR is differentially expressed across cell types by Wilcoxon rank-sum 

test. This analysis was performed separately for each tissue and individual lemur. A differentially 

expressed uTAR (DE-uTAR) is defined as a uTAR with a significant Bonferroni corrected p-

value <0.05 from the Wilcoxon rank-sum test, expressed in ≥25% cells of a cell type (cells of the 

same free annotation), and cell type average expression level is ≥ 1.65 (e0.5) times of the 

average of other free annotation cell types in the same tissue. Some of the uTARs pass the 

differential expression test in multiple cell types and/or tissues. Together, a total of 4003 unique 

DE-uTAR were identified. To infer their identity, we applied BLASTn on each of the DE-uTAR 

against the nucleotide collection (nt) database (with a threshold of maximum e-value of 0.01 and 

a minimum bit score of 50), using either the entire length of the uTAR or the peak coverage 

region (full width at half maximum region around the absolute peak in coverage after Gaussian 

smoothing within the uTAR location). Note, occasionally multiple uTARs aligned to the same 

gene in another species. The genome location and inferred homology of all DE-uTARs as well as 

their expression levels across the atlas’ 10x cells are provided in Table 1. There are 30 DE-

uTARs with a BLASTn result that corresponded to one of the 2055 human genes without a 

mouse lemur ortholog, which are likely genes missed from NCBI’s and Ensembl’s annotations of 

Mmur 3.0 (Table 1). Note, 14 out of these 30 genes have no mouse ortholog, suggesting these 

are human and lemur-specific. 

DE-uTARs were also identified as protein-coding or noncoding using Orpheum 

(Botvinnik et al 2021), with sequences containing 5% or more k-mers matching a reference 

database of mammalian proteins from UniProt assigned as putatively protein-coding, and 

otherwise, assigned as noncoding. Coding sequences were then annotated using DIAMOND 

blastp79 and noncoding sequences were annotated using Infernal cmscan 

(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/rna/infernal_cmscan/). Some uTARs had both coding reads and 

non-coding reads, potentially representing incompletely spliced transcripts or untranslated 

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/rna/infernal_cmscan/
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regions. 

To detect the developmental trajectory of the sperm lineage cells in the testes 10x dataset 

by the uTAR expression data, we followed the same procedure as detecting the trajectory by 

gene expression data, which has been described in the accompanying manuscript6. The analysis 

included a total of ~50,000 uTARs that have transcript reads in the testis dataset. Each uTAR 

was treated as a gene and data were first library-size normalized (to 10,000 total uTAR 

transcripts per cell) and natural log-transformed. The top highly-variable uTARs (~1500) were 

then used for principal component analysis. The top 20 principal components that were not 

driven by extreme outlier data or immediate early genes were used to construct a 2D UMAP 

using cell-cell Euclidean distances as input. The pseudotime developmental trajectory was then 

identified as the density ridge of the data in this 2D UMAP by automated image processing. 

Cells were assigned to the trajectory location with the shortest connecting distance. The cells’ 

pseudo-time trajectory coordinates were linearly normalized to have the trajectory start at 0 and 

end at 1 and were compared to the pseudo-time coordinates derived from the gene-based 

trajectory using the Pearson’s correlation. The uTAR expression data were similarly pre-

processed (normalized, scaled, and UMAP embedded) in other analyses, including when 

comparing the UMAP cell distribution patterns of the 10x colon dataset and in the silhouette 

coefficient analysis (Supp. Fig. 2.1a-b).  

To measure the consistency of cell distribution patterns for 10x datasets embedded in a 

UMAP using the gene, aTAR, and uTAR-expression space, silhouette coefficient values were 

calculated for each dataset (separated by tissue and lemur individual, and sequencing channel). 

Cells were grouped according to the expert cell type annotation (free annotation). The silhouette 

coefficient value for each cell i in a dataset was calculated as s(i) = b(i)-a(i)/max b(i), a(i) , where 

a(i) is the mean in-group distance (mean distance of cell i to the other cells in the same cell type) 

and b(i) is the minimal out-group distance (minimal distance of cell i to any cell in the tissue of a 

different cell type). The cell silhouette coefficient values were then averaged across each dataset 

to derive the dataset-averaged silhouette value - an overall score representing how well each cell 

type co-clusters and separates from other cell types in the UMAP embedded space, with higher 

positive values representing better separation. The silhouette coefficient values were calculated 

separately using the cell-to-cell distances in UMAPs based on the gene expression, aTAR 

expression, and uTAR expression spaces, and then compared with a box plot (Supp. Fig. 2.1a).  

https://paperpile.com/c/ekgl5u/lS7sX
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The list of genes for each category in supplementary figure 2.1e were obtained as 

follows. Lists of the top n variable NCBI-annotated genes were derived by applying variance-

stabilizing transformation to the entire 10x dataset and selecting the genes with top n transformed 

variance. The list of the genes annotated by Ensembl only (not by NCBI) were detected by 

comparing the genomic positions of mouse lemur genes annotated in the two databases, 

searching for the Ensembl-annotated gene with no overlap in NCBI. The human and lemur-

specific genes are derived as in Methods - Analysis of human and lemur-specific genes (Table 

3).  

To determine the amount of transcriptomic sequence information provided from the 

mouse lemur scRNA-seq atlas datasets, we estimated the total number of sequenced base pairs 

(bp) that mapped to the mouse lemur genome. For the 10x datasets, the total number of aligned 

paired-end reads (~1.63x1010) was multiplied by the number of bp per read (90), equating to 

1.46x1012 bp. Though this number might be biased by PCR duplicates, summing the number of 

unique molecular identifiers (UMIs) across all cells in the atlas (~1.22x109) and multiplying it 

by the number of bp per read (90), equated to 1.10x1011 bp – 10-fold less than the estimate with 

total reads. For the SS2 datasets, the total number of aligned paired-end reads (1.11x1010) was 

multiplied by the number of bp per read (100), equating to 1.11x1012 bp (unique reads are not 

possible to identify in SS2 datasets). In comparison, the total number of bulk RNAseq bp used by 

NBCI for gene prediction/annotation of Mmur 3.0 equates to ~3.4x1011 bp (across ~3.4x109 

total reads), which was calculated by summing the number of sequenced bp for each RNAseq 

run (all tissues and generic samples included) – information obtained from the Sequence Read 

Archive (Biosample ID numbers and corresponding SRA link available at 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/annotation_euk/Microcebus_murinus/101/). However, 

this estimate includes bp from unaligned reads and does not correct for PCR duplicates. 

… 

  

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/annotation_euk/Microcebus_murinus/101/
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CHAPTER 3: UNBIASED METAGENOME CONTRIBUTIONS IN SINGLE-CELL 

TRANSCRIPTOMIC ANALYSIS. 

Another limitation in scRNA-seq analysis is the lack of unbiased metagenome 

quantification in scRNA-seq data. Because scRNA-seq analysis rely on a reference set of 

genome assemblies and their associated annotations, any transcriptional activity beyond those 

derived from the listed assemblies are missing. We developed a tool called meta-scRNA-seq that 

enables simultaneous capture of host-genome transcriptome and all metagenome transcription in 

an unbiased and efficient manner. Users only need to include the host genome reference without 

the need to supply all possible metagenomes. The following is adapted from a drafted manuscript 

related to this work.  
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Unbiased metagenome contributions in single-cell transcriptomic analysis. 

 

ABSTRACT: 

Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) is a powerful approach to study various 

aspects of transcriptional cell biology with single-cell resolution. Conventional bulk and scRNA-

seq analysis rely on counting the expression of annotated gene features within the host genome. 

However, unexpected non-host transcription that may be of biological significance is missed in 

standard analysis. We developed a pipeline called meta-scRNA-seq to retrieve all non-host 

transcriptomic information from scRNA-seq data without explicitly specifying all expected 

metagenomic species in the generation of genome annotations. To achieve this, we aligned 

scRNA-seq data against the host-genome reference using standard approaches, collected single-

cell tagged unmapped reads, labeled them based on sequence similarity against a large 

metagenomic database, and demultiplexed the reads to generate a cell-by-metagenome count 

matrix in parallel with the standard cell-by-gene (host) matrix. Meta-scRNA-seq was applied to 

40 mouse and human cell studies spanning over 2 million cells to reveal differential expression 

of unexpected metagenomes between samples, cell types, tissue source, and even patients. We 

found evidence of stem cell specific klebsiella pneumoniae expression in mouse testes, naive γδ 

T cell specific expression of an endogenous retrovirus, and even mycoplasma contamination of 

cultured intestinal organoids. Altogether, meta-scRNA-seq is an unbiased and efficient method 

of simultaneous host and non-host transcriptome quantification that enables large scale analysis 

of expected and unexpected metagenomic features in scRNA-seq data. 

 

INTRODUCTION: 

Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) provides single-cell resolution of 

transcriptomes within a tissue. Many cell atlas studies have been developed with single-cell host-

derived transcriptome information generated for hundreds of thousands even millions of cells 

within a study4,5,16,80. Standard scRNA-seq analyses rely on a complete set of genome assembly 

and annotations to quantify the expression of transcriptomic features within host cells. Recent 

advances in scRNA-seq analyses enable users to capture host derived cell-type specific 

unannotated transcriptome expression missing from genome annotations9. ScRNA-seq analysis 

can even be performed on organisms in which a complete set of genome assemblies is 
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unavailable81. Yet, few methods exist for unbiased quantification of non-host transcripts in 

scRNA-seq.  

Metagenomic transcriptional activity can provide additional insights into tissue and cell 

biology. The human microbiota consist of 10-100 trillion cells and its interaction with host cells 

have been implicated in many diseases such as obesity, irritable bowel syndrome, and fatty liver 

disease82. Furthermore, it is important to study viral infections and their effect on host cell 

biology to better understand infectious disease progression. Co-infections of additional viral 

species can exacerbate disease phenotype83–85 so it is important to elucidate all metagenomic 

expression in cell or tissue systems. Current scRNA-seq methods that capture meta-genomic 

activity rely on including meta-genomic assembly and annotations during the alignment and 

quantification steps85. However, this requires a priori knowledge of the expected meta-genomic 

species and an additional step to integrate meta-genomic assemblies in the reference generation 

step.  

We developed an efficient unbiased approach called meta-scRNA-seq to extract all meta-

genomic transcriptional information, in tandem with host transcriptome, in single-cell datasets 

without a priori knowledge of the meta-genomic contribution and without the need to reference 

metagenomic assemblies in the annotations. Our approach begins with aligning single-cell 

tagged reads to the expected host genome before collecting all unmapped reads with cell IDs 

present in the host transcriptome and unique molecular identifier (UMI). These sequences are 

then compared against a large metagenomic database to label unmapped reads according to the 

lowest taxonomic classification using a k-mer based metagenomic classifier Kraken2 for speed 

and accuracy86. Labeled unmapped reads are then de-multiplexed according to UMIs and 

collected according to host cell ID information to create a meta-genomic expression matrix in 

parallel with the standard host-derived gene expression matrix. Merging both matrixes provide 

single-cell transcriptomic information of both the host and metagenome present in the data. We 

applied meta-scRNA-seq to a large-scale analysis of over 2 million single-cells to reveal sample 

specific contamination, cell-type specific infection, and patient specific metagenomic 

expression.  

 

RESULTS: 
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Large-scale meta-scRNA-seq analysis reveals sample similarities within studies, patient 

samples, and cell type when applied across 40 studies yielding over 2 million single-cells. 

We examined the prevalence of all metagenomic transcriptional activity across publicly 

available scRNA-seq datasets. There are over 1000 studies published by the end of 2020 with 

single-cell transcriptomics data analysis87. To narrow the scope of our meta-scRNA-seq analysis, 

we used an existing database of single-cell transcriptomics studies as a reference to pull raw 

sequencing files87. Specifically, we filtered for studies that generated scRNA-seq data from the 

10X Genomics 3’ protocol where the original unaligned fastq files (which would contain non-

host transcriptional information) were uploaded in the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) 

repository. Several studies that uploaded BAM format files were excluded since they may not 

include unmapped read information. 

The meta-scRNA-seq pipeline enhances the existing STAR-solo pipeline88 to generate a 

merged transcriptomic expression matrix with both gene expression and metagenomic expression 

information without altering wet lab protocols or the addition of metagenomic annotations (Fig. 

3.1A). Meta-scRNA-seq starts with the standard STAR-solo alignment and generation of host 

gene expression matrix from raw sequencing data along with host genome assembly and 

annotations. We used the GRCm38 assembly and the associated vM21 genocode annotations for 

mouse datasets and the Hg38 assembly and the associated v30 gencode annotations for human 

datasets. Unmapped reads are then collected from the alignment file and tagged with error-

corrected single-cell barcode and molecular (UMI) information. Kraken286 is then used to 

classify the lowest taxonomy of each unmapped read, followed by UMI de-duplication and 

generation of a metagenomic expression matrix. We then merge the standard gene expression 

matrix with the metagenomic expression matrix based on the cells found in the gene expression 

matrix to generate a merged transcriptomic expression matrix with transcriptional information 

beyond the host genome. 

Analysis on meta-scRNA-seq data mirrors that of annotated metagenome capture 

methods. In a publicly available influenza infection dataset of human cells89, we applied both 

meta-scRNA-seq and the standard approach that integrates the influenza genome assembly and 

annotations. Cells that expressed flu transcripts captured by the standard approach also expressed 

flu transcripts derived from the meta-scRNA-seq method (Supplementary Fig. 3.1A). Using 

meta-scRNA-seq, we find that a subcluster of cells with higher expression of interferon response 
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genes had the highest level of flu transcript expression, which agrees with what was found in the 

standard method (Supplementary Fig. 3.1B). Furthermore, we show rotavirus capture in infected 

green monkey cell lines and similar levels of rotavirus capture in monkey cells comparing 

between meta-scRNA-seq and the standard method (Supplementary Fig. 3.1C). Evidently, meta-

scRNA-seq recapitulates the level of metagenomic expression using the standard annotation 

dependent scRNA-seq approaches. 

We applied the meta-scRNA-seq pipeline on existing scRNA-seq datasets to explore the 

prevalence of metagenomic expression in mouse studies, human cancer studies, and infection 

studies. In total, we collected 40 studies (33 mice, 4 human cancer, 3 infection) across 913 

sequencing runs, and 2,011,780 (1,684,644 mice, 210,644 human cancer, 116,492 infection) total 

cells after filtering based on the percentage of aligned reads, number of features, UMIs, and 

proportion of host mitochondrial content (Fig. 3.1B). We then examined the similarity in 

metagenomic expression within each systematic analysis. Raw metagenomic reads, except for 

human and unclassified features, were collected for each sample and log normalized with a 

scaling factor of 1e6 across each sample. The Pearson cross correlation is then computed for 

each pairwise sample to illustrate the similarity of metagenomic expression between all samples 

in a systematic study (Fig. 3.1C-E). Several sample annotations are also provided such as study, 

institute, and tissue in the mice analysis, stage, patient, and cell type in the human cancer study, 

and sample type (i.e. 2 hour infection, mock infection, etc.), study, and host in the infection 

study. We find that the sample study in mice, sample patient in human cancer, and sample type 

in infection best explain the similarity in metagenomic expression in their respective studies as 

calculated by the least squared error for each categorical annotation (Fig. 3.1C-E, R2). There is 

also a wide range of cell counts, number of UMIs, and number of host derived gene features 

across the samples in each study. Altogether the application of meta-scRNA-seq on 40 studies 

spanning over 2 million cells show sample similarity within studies, patient sources, and sample 

types in mice, human cancer, and infection model studies respectively. 
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Figure 3.1 - Large scale meta-scRNA-seq transcription analyses reveal metagenomic 

expression similarities within studies, patient samples, and cell types.11 

(A) Meta-scRNA-seq pipeline. 
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(B) Meta-scRNA-seq was applied systematically to 10X Genomics generated mouse data, human 

cancer data, and infection datasets. Samples and cells were filtered based on the described 

criteria. Counting statistics shown for each systematic analysis. Heatmap of the Pearson 

correlation between normalized metagenome expression values across 735 sequencing runs in 

the mouse systematic analysis (C), 57 sequencing runs in the infection systematic analysis (D), 

and 121 sequencing runs in the human cancer systematic analysis (E). Sequencing runs are 

annotated (bottom) based on discrete annotations along with total cell count, mean number of 

UMIs, and mean number of host-gene features. R2 values were calculated for normalized 

metagenome expression values using each categorical annotation where sum of squares due to 

error were calculated against cluster centroids. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Systematic mouse study analysis reveals unexpected metagenomic activity within certain 

samples and cell type specific infection in some studies. 

The systematic analysis of metagenomic transcription across over 1.6 million mouse cells 

provides a plethora of data to explore non-host transcription across many studies and tissue 

types. While all studies contain background expression of “unclassified” and “Homo sapiens” 

labeled unmapped transcripts, there remains study specific expression of some metagenomic 

species (Fig. 3.2A). For example, we observe a cluster of 4 studies with high woodchuck 

hepatitis virus (WHPV) expression. These studies (GSE123587, GSE167576, GSE124904, 

GSE112205) all used transgenic mice expressing the tdTomato reporter which also contains a 

downstream woodchuck hepatitis virus post-transcriptional regulatory element (WPRE) that 

increases transgene expression90,91. In a study that employed a chimeric mouse embryonic 

system where tdTomato-WPRE positive embryonic stem cells were injected into tdTomato-

WPRE negative blastocyst and sequenced 5 days later (Supplementary Fig. 3.2A), meta-scRNA-

seq revealed a high level of WHPV expression in cells derived from the tdTomato-WPRE 

positive lineage due to the presence of the WPRE element downstream of the tdTomato reporter 

(Supplementary Fig. 3.2B,C). We also find unexpected sample and cell specific metagenomic 

expression in other studies unexplained by transgenic elements. In a spermatogenesis study92 

(GSE124904) that sequenced mouse testis at embryonic day 16.5, postnatal day 0, and postnatal 

day 3, we found elevated klebsiella pneumoniae expression in postnatal day 0 cells and elevated 
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enterobacter roggenkampii expression in postnatal day 3 cells (Fig. 3.2B). Klebsiella 

pneumoniae is a Gram-negative bacterium, found naturally in soil, that has been linked to 

hospital-acquired infections including severe pneumonia affecting millions of patients 

globally93,94 and is known to infect mice95. Enterobacter roggenkampii is a similar Gram-

negative bacterium that is also found in soil and can cause hospital-acquired infections96. 

Interestingly, klebsiella pneumoniae was specifically expressed in stem cells, marked by Pou5f1 

expression97, within the postnatal day 0 sample showing a clear example of cell-type specific 

expression of an unexpected metagenomic feature (Fig. 3.2C). Mammalian cells harbor many 

retroviral elements that may be expressed under physiological or pathological conditions98. A 

mouse scRNA-seq study99 (GSE123400) on the adaptation of γδ T-cell to skin residency showed 

Mus musculus mobilized endogenous polytropic provirus (Mmmepp) expression in a specific 

subset of naive γδ T cells that also expressed Hist1h2ap marker (Fig. 3.2D,E) suggesting that the 

biological activity of these specific γδ T cells preferentially activates the expression of Mmmepp. 

The systematic analysis of metagenomic expression in mouse scRNA-seq data reveal several 

cases of sample and even cell-type specific metagenomic expression. 
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Figure 3.2 - Meta-scRNA-seq on mouse studies reveal study specific metagenomic 

expression and cell-type specific metagenomic expression in samples.12 

(A) Annotated heatmap of non-host transcript expression in mouse studies clustered according to 

study (rows) and the top 30 most highly expressed non-host transcript species (columns) across 

all studies. Non-host transcript expression values are normalized against host-reads in each study 

(Log10(1e6*(reads/genomic reads)+1)) (i). Lab, sequencer, country, and tissue annotations for 

each study are shown (ii) along with cell count shown as bar plots (iii). The percent of unmapped 

UMI (iv), percent of non-human and non-unclassified metagenomic UMI (v), total number of all 

UMI (vi), total number of all non-host UMI (vii), and number of genomic UMI (viii) are shown 

as box and whisker plots. Box plots show the median, interquartile range (IQR) as the box, and 

range of data points within 1.5*IQR shown as whiskers. (B) Log-e normalized expression of 2 
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metagenomic features across 3 different time points during mouse testis development 

(GSE124904). (C) Feature plot showing log-e normalized expression on UMAP projection of an 

annotated gene marker and a metagenomic feature for postnatal day 0 mouse testis data. (D) 

UMAP dimensional reduction on the top 2000 variable gene and metagenomic features by the 

vst method from Seurat colored by clustering and labeled based on previous publication 

(GSE123400). (E) Feature plot showing log-e normalized expression on UMAP projection of 3 

annotated gene markers and the Mmepp (Mus musculus mobilized endogenous polytropic 

provirus) metagenomic feature (GSE123400). 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Concurrent analysis on infected mouse and human cells reveals distinct metagenomic 

expression profiles across species and evidence of cell culture mycoplasma contamination 

We next analyzed over 100,000 cells from 3 studies that used an infection model. 

Looking at the 30 most highly expressed metagenomic features, excluding background 

expression of unclassified, Homo sapiens, cellular organisms, and root features, we find distinct 

metagenomic profiles between infection studies using human and mouse cells (Fig. 3.3A). One 

of the human host studies explored the effects of human astrovirus infection in human intestines 

using organoid models. There are several sample types within this study including primary 

uninfected samples and intestinal organoids infected with human astrovirus for 0, 4, and 16 

hours. As expected, we find that primary uninfected intestinal tissue did not express any 

astrovirus while infected organoids had clear expression of human astrovirus where the level of 

expression positively correlates with the hours of infection before sequencing (Fig. 3.3B). We 

found that mycoplasma expression was noticeably higher in the organoid samples compared to 

primary intestinal samples where its expression was 0 (Fig. 3.3C). Mycoplasma is a genus of 

bacteria, with several species that are pathogenic in humans such as Mycoplasma pneumoniae, 

that lack a cell wall around its cell membrane which makes them difficult to target with 

antibiotics that disrupt cell wall synthesis100. Mycoplasma contamination is a common problem 

with cell cultures101–103 and may be responsible for up to 60% of all cell culture 

contaminations104. It is difficult to eradicate from a laboratory setting due to its ability to survive 

without oxygen and remain in a dry state for a period of time. Mycoplasma transcripts were 

detected across all cell types within the organoid samples as well as the expected human 
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astrovirus transcripts (Fig. 3.3D). Mycoplasma transcripts were found in equal proportions of 

cells for all infection time lengths (0,4,16 hours of astrovirus infection), though the number of 

mycoplasma transcripts detected were higher in contaminated cells derived from 4- and 16-hour 

astrovirus infected samples (Fig. 3.3E). We see a similar proportion of cells infected with human 

astrovirus in the 4 and 16 hour time points but a noticeably higher number of human astrovirus 

transcripts detected in the 16 hour time point (Fig. 3.3E). Clearly, the unbiased meta-scRNA-seq 

method quantifies not only the expected source of infection but also unexpected sources of 

contamination in the samples without specifically targeting these metagenomic species in 

genome annotations. 

 

Figure 3.3 - Meta-scRNA-seq on infection studies reveal metagenomic differences between 

host species and primary versus cultured systems.13 
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(A) Annotated heatmap of non-host transcript expression (excluding unclassified, Homo sapiens, 

cellular organisms, and root labeled expression) in infection studies clustered according to 

samples (rows) and the top 30 most highly expressed non-host transcript species (columns) 

across all samples. Non-host transcript expression values are normalized against host-reads in 

each study (Log10(1e6*(reads/genomic reads)+1)). Sample annotations shown on the right. (B-

E) Data from a human organoid astrovirus infection study (GSE171620). (B) Normalized human 

astrovirus expression organized by length of infection time and tissue source. (C) Normalized 

mycoplasma expression organized by tissue source. (D) Feature plot showing log-e normalized 

expression on UMAP projection of mycoplasma and human astrovirus in organoid derived cells. 

(E) Dot plot showing average scaled expression of mycoplasma and human astrovirus and 

percent of cell expression according to infection time. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Systematic human cancer meta-scRNA-seq analysis reveals patient specific non-human 

metagenomic activity. 

We next explored the landscape of metagenomic transcriptional activity in a set of human 

cancer scRNA-seq studies. The analysis consists of several cancer types affecting numerous 

different organs such as lung adenocarcinoma metastasis, glioblastoma, and small intestinal 

neuroendocrine cancer in at least 14 different patients. We find relatively high yet diverse 

expression of several metagenomic species that are missing from mouse scRNA-seq studies such 

as Proteus phage VB PmiS Isfahan and Bacillus thuringiensis (Fig. 3.4A). Common 

metagenomic activity such as Staphylococcus and Streptococcus are also found at a much lower 

level across a variety of samples. We then examined the lung adenocarcinoma study with at least 

11 labeled primary tumor and metastatic tumor samples to find patient specific metagenomic 

expression. Consequently, we found that the level of Bacillus thuringiensis expression varied 

across patients where a couple patients had no transcripts in all their sequenced samples and 

other patients had some transcripts in all of their respective samples (Fig. 3.4B). Bacillus 

thuringiensis is a ubiquitous gram-positive bacterium that is commonly used worldwide as a 

biological pesticide. Furthermore, studies have shown strains of Bacillus thuringiensis exhibit 

cytocidal activity against human colon and blood cancer cells105,106. Therefore, human cancer 

meta-scRNA-seq reveals patient dependent expression of certain metagenomic transcripts.  
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Figure 3.4 - Meta-scRNA-seq on human cancer studies reveal patient specific non-host 

expression.14 

(A) Annotated heatmap of non-host transcript expression (excluding unclassified, Homo sapiens, 

cellular organisms, and root labeled expression) in infection studies clustered according to 

samples (rows) and the top 30 most highly expressed non-host transcript species (columns) 

across all samples. Non-host transcript expression values are normalized against host-reads in 

each study (Log10(1e6*(reads/genomic reads)+1)). Sample annotations shown on the right. (B) 

Violin plot showing normalized expression of Bacillus thuringiensis across different patients in a 

lung tumor study (GSE123904).  

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Supplementary Figure 3.1 - Meta-scRNA-seq capture of metagenomic transcription in 

scRNA-seq data mirror that of annotated metagenome capture.15 

(A) Human cells infected with influenza virus projected on UMAP showing percent expression 

of flu reads derived from i) assembly that include the flu genome, ii) meta-scRNA-seq, iii) 

combined expression of assembly and non-host based flu expression. Color scale shown in iv). 

(B) Percent unbiased flu expression across 4 cell clusters shown as violin plot (i), and dot plot of 

marker gene expression (ii). Red box highlight interferon response genes. (C) Percent expression 

of unbiased rotavirus transcripts from a green monkey derived cell line in uninfected (left), and 

infected. 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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Supplementary Figure 3.2 -  scRNA-seq of mouse chimeric embryos reveal Woodchuck 

Hepatitis Virus Posttranscriptional Regulatory Element (WPRE) expression in expected 

cell source.16 

(A) Schematic showing the creation of chimeric embryos for scRNA-seq analysis. (B) Violin 

plot showing unclassified and WPRE expression in tdTom- and tdTom+ cells. (C) Feature plot 

showing log-e normalized expression on UMAP projection of 3 WPRE expression in tdTom- 

and tdTom+ cells. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

DISCUSSION: 

Metagenomic activity provides additional biological insight into the phenotypes of host 

organisms. The microbiome in human gastrointestinal tract has been associated with several 

disorders and diseases ranging from cognitive disorders to autoimmune diseases107–109. 

Metagenomic assemblies and annotations are required to study the expression level of non-host 

transcription in standard RNA-seq and single-cell RNA-seq. As a result, unexpected 

metagenomic activity in the data may be missed in standard RNA-seq pipelines. Meta-scRNA-

seq provides an efficient and unbiased method to extract cell-specific metagenomic transcripts in 

scRNA-seq datasets without the need to specify metagenomic annotations. When it is applied to 

a large-scale systematic analysis of mouse, human cancer, and infection studies that contain over 

2 million cells in total, we find sample specific, cell type dependent, and patient specific non-

host activity that is unannotated in their respective studies. We also find prevalent mycoplasma 

contamination in human intestinal organoids compared to zero mycoplasma capture in human 

intestinal primary tissue suggesting contamination in the organoid generation process. Thus, 

Meta-scRNA-seq can not only reveal cell specific expression of non-host species, but it can also 

be used as a screening tool to measure all forms of metagenomic contamination within 
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sequenced samples without targeting specific contaminants.  

Meta-scRNA-seq also captures large numbers of “unclassified”, “root”, and “homo-

sapien” labeled non-host transcripts. This is likely because meta-scRNA-seq collects all 

unmapped reads that contain single-cell barcode and UMI information, most of which may be of 

low sequencing quality and/or technical artifacts introduced during the library preparation steps. 

These low-quality unmapped sequences would then be assigned “unclassified” or “root” 

according to the Kraken2 metagenomic classifier. Some unmapped reads may also be host-

derived in nature but due to poor alignment artifacts, such as mapping to multiple locus, are 

assigned as unmapped and classified as “homo sapien” because of similarities in the human and 

mouse genomes. It would be interesting to further explore whether these “homo sapien” labeled 

metagenomic transcripts are derived from human contamination or simply alignment artifacts. In 

theory, single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) genotyping can be performed on these 

unmapped transcripts to see if any sequences match that of researchers, scientists, or technicians 

who handled the generation of these scRNA-seq libraries. Nevertheless, the breadth of meta-

scRNA-seq reveals all types of metagenomic activity whether it is ubiquitous in nature or 

biologically significant. 

While the computational method of meta-scRNA-seq is efficient and simple to 

implement, the level of non-host transcript recovery is limited by the scRNA-seq pipeline and 

sequencing. When meta-scRNA-seq is applied to data generated from the 10X Genomics 3’ 

protocol, we can only quantify non-host transcripts captured by the protocol that is optimized to 

capture the 3’ poly-adenylated tail of messenger RNA transcripts. Consequently, metagenomic 

transcripts without poly-adenylated tails or have A-rich regions within the sequence would not 

be captured as efficiently as host-derived messenger RNA molecules. Nonetheless, we see a 

large variety of metagenomic expressions, even in datasets generated from the somewhat limited 

10X Genomics 3’ protocol. Advances in scRNA-seq pipelines have enabled the total capture of 

the complete RNA landscape by using poly(A) polymerase to add poly(A) tails to all RNA 

species110,111. The application of meta-scRNA-seq to these more complete RNA libraries would 

not only elucidate the transcriptional activity of non-poly(A) tailed host-derived species such as 

non-coding and micro-RNA transcripts, but also reveal non-poly(A) tailed metagenomic 

transcripts. Meta-scRNA-seq could also be applied to spatial total RNA-seq112 datasets to 

uncover spatial co-localization of metagenomic transcripts with host cells. Altogether, meta-
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scRNA-seq captures all non-host derived transcripts limited by the RNA species type within the 

RNA-seq library. 

 

METHODS: 

Collecting datasets for systematic analyses: 

We used the single-cell transcriptomics database published by Svensson et.al.87 to collect 

the list of studies to analyze for the systematic analyses. We specifically filtered for studies 

generated with the 10X Genomics 3’ platform, uploaded raw data to the Gene Expression 

Omnibus (GEO), uploaded data containing at least read1 and read2 raw sequencing data, and raw 

data for single-cell tags were of the correct sequence length (26 base pairs for V2 chemistry, 28 

base pairs for V3 chemistry). Samples uploaded in the BAM format to GEO were ignored. For 

the mouse studies, we filtered for mouse studies with more than 4999 reported cells. For the 

infection studies, we filtered for studies containing the words “infection”, “virus”, or “viral” in 

their titles. For the human cancer studies, we filtered for human studies with more than 4999 

reported cells and contained the word “tumor” within the study’s “tissue” annotation. Studies 

with less than 50% host genome alignment were excluded. 

 

Raw scRNA-seq data processing: 

Host genomes were generated for human (Hg38 assembly, v30 gencode annotations), 

mouse (GRCm38 assembly, vM21 gencode annotations), green monkey (ChlSab1.1 assembly, 

ChlSab1.1.104 genocde annotations) using STAR88. Raw unaligned sequencing files were 

downloaded using the parallel-fastq-dump tool based on SRA IDs. Host gene expression 

matrices were generated using STAR-solo with default parameters along with the respective host 

genome references. Unmapped reads, along with error-corrected cell and UMI barcodes, were 

collected from alignment files using “samtools view -f 4” and passed into Kraken2 to label 

metagenomic taxonomy. A custom R script was used to assign metagenomic taxonomic feature 

counts to cells that appear in the host gene expression matrix to generate a metagenomic 

expression matrix.  

 

Single-cell transcriptomics filtering: 

Host gene expression and non-host metagenome expression matrices were combined to 
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form a merged transcriptomic expression matrix. Features expressed in less than 3 cells, cells 

with less than 200 features, cells with more than 3999 features, and cells with 10% or more 

mitochondrial context were filtered out.  

 

Generating metagenomic similarity heatmaps for each systematic analysis: 

We labeled samples according to their metadata in GEO. We used R package Complex 

Heatmap113 to create heatmap visualization. We summed the raw reads of every non-host 

metagenomic feature except “homo sapien” and “unclassified” features across each sample. Raw 

metagenomic reads for each sample are then loge normalized with a scale factor of 10,000. A 

pairwise pearson correlation is calculated between each sample and plotted as a heatmap with 

hierarchical clustering performed on the correlation matrix. Sum of squared error was calculated 

for each set of sample annotations where clustering labels were based on categories for each set 

of annotations.  

 

Generating heatmap of metagenome expression for each systematic analysis: 

We summed the raw reads of every non-host metagenomic feature across studies for the 

mouse systematic analysis and across samples for the human cancer and infection analyses. 

Metagenomic reads were normalized against the number of host-derived genomic reads, scaled 

by 1,000,000 and log10 normalized. The expression of the top 30 most highly expressed 

metagenomic features after normalization were shown across studies (mouse) and across samples 

(human cancer and infection) as expression heatmaps. 

 

Single-cell transcriptomic clustering and gene expression analysis: 

We used R package Seurat V330,31 to perform cell clustering and gene expression 

analysis. For the human flu infection dataset, the merged cell by feature expression matrix was 

filtered according to the “single-cell transcriptomics filtering” specification above. For the mouse 

testes92, mouse γδ T cells99, and mouse chimeric embryo114 studies, cells and features were 

filtered based on parameters set in their respective study. PCA was performed on filtered count 

matrices using all gene and metagenomic features after loge normalization with a scale factor of 

10,000 and feature expression scaling. K-nearest neighbor graph-based clustering was performed 

on the cells using the first 10 principal components. 2 dimension UMAP visualization was 
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performed using the first 10 principal components.  
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CHAPTER 4: SIMULTANEOUS MULTIPLEXED AMPLICON SEQUENCING AND 

TRANSCRIPTOME PROFILING IN SINGLE CELLS. 

Current scRNA-seq protocols rely on the capture of poly(A)-tailed transcripts and is blind 

to transcripts without this feature. This chapter describes a molecular method that we developed 

for the simultaneous multiplexed amplicon sequencing and transcriptome profiling in single 

cells115. This work is published and the following is adapted from the manuscript containing 

results related to my work.  
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ABSTRACT: 

We describe droplet-assisted RNA targeting by single-cell sequencing (DART-seq), a 

versatile technology that enables multiplexed amplicon sequencing and transcriptome profiling 

in single cells. We applied DART-seq to simultaneously characterize the non-A-tailed transcripts 

of a segmented dsRNA virus and the transcriptome of the infected cell. In addition, we used 

DART-seq to simultaneously determine the natively paired, variable region heavy and light 

chain amplicons and the transcriptome of B lymphocytes. 

 

Main: 

Droplet microfluidics has made high-throughput single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-

seq) accessible to more laboratories than ever before but is restricted to capturing information 

from the ends of A-tailed messenger RNA transcripts13,52,116. Here we report DART-seq, a 

method that enables high-throughput targeted RNA amplicon sequencing and transcriptome 

profiling in single cells. DART-seq achieves this via a simple and inexpensive alteration of the 

Drop-seq strategy52. Drop-seq relies on co-encapsulation of single cells with barcoded primer 

beads that capture and prime reverse transcription of cellular mRNA13,52. The primers on Drop-

seq beads comprise a common PCR sequence, a bead-specific cell barcode, a unique molecular 

identifier (UMI) and a poly(dT) sequence for mRNA reverse transcription priming. To enable 

simultaneous measurement of the transcriptome and multiplexed RNA amplicons in DART-seq, 

we devised a scheme to enzymatically attach custom primers to a subset of poly(dTs) on Drop-

seq beads. This is achieved by first annealing a double-stranded toehold probe with a 3′ single-

stranded DNA overhang that is complementary to the poly(dT) sequence, and then ligating the 

toehold using T4 DNA ligase. A variety of custom primers with different sequences can be 

attached to the same beads in a single reaction. 

We characterized the efficiency, tunability and variability of the ligation reaction using 

fluorescence hybridization assays (Fig. 4.1a). We found that the primer ligation reaction is highly 

efficient (25–40%), and the number of custom primers ligated to the beads is directly 

proportional to the number of primers included in the ligation reaction (Fig. 4.1a). This was true 

for four primer sequences tested over a wide range of primer concentrations. The efficiency of 

probe ligation decreased for ligation reactions with more than 1010 molecules per bead, 

indicating saturation of available oligonucleotide(dT)s. We compared the fluorescence 
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hybridization signal across individual beads and found that the bead-to-bead variability in 

fluorescence signal was small (s.d. 3.0%; Fig. 4.1b). 

After primer bead synthesis, DART-seq follows the Drop-seq workflow without 

modification. Cells and primer beads are co-encapsulated in droplets using microfluidics. 

Cellular RNA is captured by the beads and reverse transcribed. The DART-seq beads prime 

reverse transcription of both A-tailed mRNA and custom RNA amplicons. The resulting cDNA 

is PCR amplified, tagmented and again PCR amplified before sequencing. The cell of origin of 

mRNAs and RNA amplicons is identified by decoding of the cell barcodes. 

We assessed reverse transcription priming efficiency as a function of the number of 

custom primers ligated to DART-seq beads. We used quantitative PCR (qPCR) to measure the 

yield of cDNA copies of a non-A-tailed viral mRNA in reovirus-infected murine fibroblasts (L 

cells, Fig. 4.1c). Two distinct primers were ligated, targeting the same viral genome segment 

(S2). The yield of cDNA copies of viral mRNA, relative to cDNA copies of a host transcript 

(Gapdh), increased with the number of primers included in the ligation reaction, and saturated 

for reactions with over 109 primers per bead (Fig. 4.1c). Reverse transcription of Gapdh was not 

affected for DART-seq beads prepared with up to 1010 primers per bead. 

Next, we evaluated the abundance of amplicons in sequencing libraries of reovirus-

infected cells generated by Drop-seq and a DART-seq assay targeting all ten viral genome 

segments. We designed seven qPCR assays with amplicons distributed across two viral genome 

segments (S3 and L3). To account for assay-to-assay and sample-to-sample variability, we 

normalized the number of molecules detected in DART-seq and Drop-seq libraries to the number 

of Gapdh transcripts. We observed substantial enrichment upstream (5′ end), but not downstream 

(3′ end), of the custom primer sites (Fig. 4.1d). Consistent with sequencing library preparation 

via tagmentation, we found that the degree of enrichment decreased with distance from the 

primer site. 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41592-018-0259-9#Fig1
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41592-018-0259-9#Fig1
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41592-018-0259-9#Fig1
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Figure 4.1 - Characterization of DART-seq primer bead synthesis and reverse 

transcription priming.17 

a, DART-seq custom primer design targeting the constant region of human heavy and light 

isotypes. b, cDNA copies of immunoglobulin (Ig) transcripts relative to GAPDH as a function of 

the number of custom primers included in the ligation reaction (left panel, LC-λ + V primers; 

right panel, IgG + V primers; 62,500 cells, 12,000 beads, bulk assay). Points are mean of two 

replicate measurements; bars indicate minimum and maximum. c, Percentage of B cells for 

which heavy and/or light chain transcripts were detected as a function of the UMI count per cell. 

Cells were binned by the number of UMI detected (bin width 200 UMI, 0–2,400 UMI per cell, 

bins with fewer than 20 cells omitted, 26–2,396 cells per bin). Distributions were fit with a 

sigmoid curve. d, Drop-seq and DART-seq assays of human PBMCs. Experiments were 

performed on two distinct PBMC samples (n = 2). Representative t-SNE for one DART-seq 

assay shown here (4,997 single cells). Cells are colored on the basis of heavy and/or light chain 

transcript detection. e, Bar graph of isotype distribution for CD27+ B cells and B cells for which 

CD27 was not detected. f, CDR3L and CDR3H length distribution. n = 818 B cells. g, Paired 

heavy (IGHV) and light (IGKV and IGLV) variable chain usage in B cells; n = 164 single cells. 
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______________________________________________________________________ 

 

We next explored the biological corollary of infection, the cellular immune response. The 

adaptive immune response relies on a diverse repertoire of membrane-bound and free antibodies. 

Antibody repertoires have previously been examined in depth117,118 but DART-seq widens the 

scope of such studies by providing concurrent transcriptome information. Antibodies comprise 

heavy and light chains, linked by disulfide bonds. Each chain contains variable and constant 

domains. The variable region comprises variable (V), diversity (D) and joining (J) segments in 

the heavy chain, and V and J segments in the light chain. We designed DART-seq primers to 

target VDJ and VJ gene segments in heavy and light chain transcripts119 (Fig. 4.2a). 

We examined the efficiency of heavy and light chain reverse transcription by qPCR 

(CD19+ B cells) and observed an enrichment of transcripts for all isotypes tested, as the number 

of custom primers on DART-seq beads was increased (Fig. 4.2b). Next, we compared the 

performance of DART-seq and Drop-seq to describe antibody repertoires (Fig. 4.2c). 

Approximately 120,000 B cells were loaded in each reaction, yielding 4,909 and 4,965 

transcriptomes for DART-seq and Drop-seq, respectively. The number of UMIs and genes 

detected per cell was similar for DART-seq and Drop-seq. We mapped transcript sequences to an 

immunoglobulin sequence database (Methods). For both DART-seq and Drop-seq, the 

percentage of cells for which immunoglobulin transcripts were detected scaled with the number 

of UMIs detected in the cells (Fig. 4.2c). The immunoglobulin transcript recovery rate was 

substantially greater for DART-seq. For cells with 1,000–1,200 UMIs, we identified both heavy 

and light chain transcripts in 29% of cells using DART-seq, but in only 3% of cells using Drop-

seq. 

Next, we applied DART-seq to determine the B cell antibody repertoire within human 

peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) (120,000 PBMCs, 4,997 single-cell 

transcriptomes). To identify B cells, we used dimensional reduction and unsupervised clustering. 

We detected immunoglobulin transcripts in 564 of the 818 cells in the B cell cluster, and 

immunoglobulin expression mapped accurately onto the B cell population (Fig. 4.2d). DART-seq 

again outperformed Drop-seq in the recovery of antibody transcripts. To test the reproducibility 

of DART-seq, we assayed an additional PBMC sample and observed similar immunoglobulin 

recovery rates. We performed isotype distribution analysis on CD27+ B cells (Fig. 4.2e). As 
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expected, CD27+ B cells were a mixed population of heavy chain isotypes, with IgM most 

frequently observed, followed by IgD and IgA120 (Fig. 4.2e). Kappa and lambda light chain 

isotypes were equally represented, as expected121,122 (Fig. 4.2e). B cells for which we did not 

detect CD27 were predominantly of the IgM isotype123 (Fig. 4.2e). B cells derive their repertoire 

diversity from the variable regions of their heavy (IGHV) and light chains124 (IGKV, IGLV).  

DART-seq can pair variable heavy and light chain transcripts in single cells. Out of 564 

immunoglobulin-transcript-positive cells, we mapped the complete CDR3L in 339 cells and the 

complete CDR3H in 236 cells. The complete CDR3L+ CDR3H region was detected in 120 B 

cells. The number of variable heavy chain (VH) and variable light chain (VL) transcripts in single 

cells was correlated, as expected. The CDR3L and CDR3H length distributions had maxima 

around 30 and 50 nucleotides, respectively, as described previously119,125 (Fig. 4.2f). In line with 

previous reports, promiscuous light chain pairing was observed in 73.5% of the repertoires in 

CD27− B cells125. Finally, we measured clone-specific pairing for the heavy (IGHV) and light 

chain variable regions (IGKV, IGLV) in 164 single B cells (Fig. 4.2g). The highest pairing 

frequency was observed between the most highly expressed heavy and light chain transcripts, in 

agreement with previous reports118,126. 
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Figure 4.2 - DART-seq measures paired heavy and light chain B cell transcripts at single-

cell resolution.18 

a, DART-seq custom primer design targeting the constant region of human heavy and light 

isotypes. b, cDNA copies of immunoglobulin (Ig) transcripts relative to GAPDH as a function of 

the number of custom primers included in the ligation reaction (left panel, LC-λ + V primers; 

right panel, IgG + V primers; 62,500 cells, 12,000 beads, bulk assay). Points are mean of two 

replicate measurements; bars indicate minimum and maximum. c, Percentage of B cells for 

which heavy and/or light chain transcripts were detected as a function of the UMI count per cell. 

Cells were binned by the number of UMI detected (bin width 200 UMI, 0–2,400 UMI per cell, 

bins with fewer than 20 cells omitted, 26–2,396 cells per bin). Distributions were fit with a 

sigmoid curve. d, Drop-seq and DART-seq assays of human PBMCs. Experiments were 

performed on two distinct PBMC samples (n = 2). Representative t-SNE for one DART-seq 

assay shown here (4,997 single cells). Cells are colored on the basis of heavy and/or light chain 

transcript detection. e, Bar graph of isotype distribution for CD27+ B cells and B cells for which 

CD27 was not detected. f, CDR3L and CDR3H length distribution. n = 818 B cells. g, Paired 

heavy (IGHV) and light (IGKV and IGLV) variable chain usage in B cells; n = 164 single cells. 
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CONCLUSION: 

DART-seq is an easy-to-implement droplet microfluidics technology to perform 

simultaneous RNA amplicon sequencing and transcriptome profiling in single cells. DART-seq 

enables a range of new biological measurements. We applied DART-seq to study the single-cell 

heterogeneity of RNA virus infection, thereby expanding on recent work that has demonstrated 

the utility of capturing viral transcripts, including non-polyadenylated transcripts, together with 

transcriptomes in single cells at high throughput127–129. DART-seq combines the ability to study 

multiple non-polyadenylated viral RNAs with the simplicity of droplet microfluidics. We further 

applied DART-seq to determine the paired heavy and light chain repertoire in human B cells. A 

number of methods to reconstruct paired heavy and light chains from B cells have been 

described118,125,126,130. DART-seq provides a tunable chemistry to simultaneously capture both 

heavy and light chains and the rest of the transcriptome, which is a key piece of information to 

elucidate the nature of the antibody-producing B cell. 

 

METHODS:  

Immunoglobulin identification and analysis: 

Sequences derived from B cells were collected and aligned to a catalog of human germline V, D, 

J and C gene sequences using MiXCR version 2.1.529. For each cell, the top-scoring heavy and 

light chain variable regions were selected for subtyping and pairing analyses (Fig. 4.2e,g). 
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CHAPTER 5: THICK PCL FIBERS IMPROVING HOST REMODELING OF PGS‐PCL 

COMPOSITE GRAFTS IMPLANTED IN RAT COMMON CAROTID ARTERIES. 

We collaborated with the Wang lab at Cornell university to apply scRNA-seq methods to 

study cell dynamics of host tissue remodeling of vascular grafts in rat common carotid 

arteries131. The following chapter is adapted from the published work and focuses specifically on 

the scRNA-seq analysis. 

 

ABSTRACT: 

Vasculopathy and the consequential ischemia are major medical challenges. Grafting is 

an effective treatment to vascular occlusion. However, autologous grafting, despite scarcity, is 

the only choice for small diameter blood vessels. Synthetic grafts can fill the gap if they can 

work satisfactorily in arterial circulation. Electrospun polycaprolactone (PCL) sheathed porous 

poly(glycerol sebacate) (PGS) vascular grafts have good performances in arterial circulation in 

abdominal aortas and carotid arteries in rats. However, a major issue associated with the graft 

remodeling in vivo is limited neo-tissue formation inside PCL sheaths. Small pores of PCL 

sheaths inhibit cell infiltration and migration. To increase porosity of PCL sheaths of PGS-PCL 

composite grafts, diameters of electrospun PCL fibers are increased. The thick PCL fibers 

encourage cell migration and elicit a higher degree of CD206+ cells. In addition, some of the 

CD206+ cells co-express vascular cell markers in the thick-fiber grafts. The thick-fiber grafts 

also show improved mechanical properties and a higher elastin and collagen content. The data 

demonstrate the feasibility of improving graft vascular remodeling by increasing PCL fiber 

diameters and the critical role of CD206+ cells during graft vascular remodeling. 

 

RESULTS:  

Single-Cell RNA Sequencing of Cells in Vascular Grafts 

To have an overview of types of cells that participated in graft remodeling, cells in thick-

fiber grafts explanted in week 12 were isolated for single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq). 

Six major cell types were identified in the grafts (Figure 5.1a) and their specific gene expression 

profiles were shown in Figure 5.1b. Distribution of Acta2 and Nos3 gene that encodes αSMA 

and eNOS respectively was further evaluated. As expected, Acta2 was highly expressed by 
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SMCs and fibroblasts; and ECs mainly express Nos3 (Figure 5.1c). However, some macrophages 

also had a high expression of Acta2 or Nos3. In addition, monocytes/macrophage marker Cd68 

(encoding CD68) and M2 macrophage marker Mrc1 (encoding CD206) were also expressed by 

some SMCs, fibroblasts, and ECs (Figure 5.1d). These results are consistent with the co-staining 

results and suggest that M2 macrophages probably differentiate into ECs, SMCs, and fibroblasts. 

On the other hand, M1 macrophage marker Nos2 (encoding iNOS) was expressed by only a few 

cells at a low level (less than 1.5 log-e normalized expression, Figure 5.1d), which confirms the 

staining result in Figure 4. Quantification data showed that 22.96% and 21.05% of Cd68+ cells 

expressed Acta2 and Nos3 respectively; 10.56% and 15.79% of Mrc1+ cells expressed Acta2 

and Nos3 respectively. However, only 0.73% of Nos2+ cells expressed Acta2 and none of Nos2+ 

cells expressed Nos3 (Figure 5.1e). 

 

 

Figure 5.1 - scRNA sequencing of cells in thick-fiber grafts explanted in week 12.19 

a) UMAP dimensional reduction on gene expression where cells types are labeled with percent 

composition in the sample. b) Differential gene expression of the top 3 markers (y–axis) for each 

cell type (x–axis). Dot size corresponds to the percentage of cells that express the marker while 
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darker blue color corresponds to higher level of log-e normalized expression. Gene expression 

shown on UMAP plots where darker color correlates with higher log-e normalized expression for 

c) Acta2 and Nos3, d) Cd68, Mrc1, and Nos2. e) Percentage of Cd68+, Mrc1+ or Nos2+ cells 

expressing Acta2 or Nos3. Expression defined as more than 0 log-e normalized expression of 

each marker. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

CONCLUSION: 

In this study, we increased porosity of PCL sheaths of PGS-PCL composite grafts by 

increasing PCL fiber diameters. Compared with thin-fiber grafts, thick-fiber grafts had stable 

lumen diameters and faster blood flows, as well as enhanced cell infiltration and migration. In 

addition, the thick fibers induced more CD206+ cells and the CD206+ cells co-expressed 

vascular cell markers in the thick-fiber grafts to regenerate the arteries. The remodeled thick-

fiber grafts also showed mechanical properties and elastin and collagen content close to the 

native arteries. Our data demonstrate the importance of porosity and fiber diameters in graft 

design and the critical role of CD206+ cells during transformation of synthetic grafts into neo-

vessels. 

 

METHOD:  

Single-Cell Transcriptomics Analysis 

We used Seurat (v3.1.5) suite of scRNA-seq tools to analyze the single-cell gene 

expression data30. We filtered for genes that were detected in at least 3 cells. We filtered for cells 

that expressed more than 1000 genes but less than 4000 genes (to exclude cell doublets) and 

contained less than 5% mitochondrial transcripts (to exclude dead cells). The gene expression 

matrix was log-normalized and scaled before further processing. PCA was performed using all 

gene features to reduce the dimensionality of the data. We constructed a Shared Nearest 

Neighbor Graph using the first 10 PC components of the data and clustered the cells using the 

Louvain algorithm using the “FindNeighbors” and “FindClusters” Seurat functions (resolution = 

0.5) respectively with default options. We performed UMAP dimensional reduction, using the 

first 10 PCs, to visualize the data in 2D. For each cell cluster, we performed differential gene 

expression analysis using the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test (“FindAllMarkers” function in Seurat). 
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We filtered for differentially expressed genes that were expressed in at least 25% of cells in each 

cluster and more than 0.25 log-e fold change expression compared to all cells outside of each 

cluster. Cell clusters were then labeled based on the differential gene expression of canonical 

markers for each cluster. 
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CONCLUSION 

In this dissertation, we describe 3 methods, both bioinformatics and molecular in nature, 

to enhance the scope of RNA transcripts captured compared to standard approaches. The 

methods presented are simple to use, efficient, and expand on existing methods by 

simultaneously profiling standard gene expression and additional transcriptional information. 

First, we presented TAR-scRNA-seq, a method to quantify unannotated gene expression in 

parallel with standard annotated genes. We applied TAR-scRNA-seq to several non-model 

organisms including mole rate, chicken, and sea urchin to uncover many novel transcripts of 

biological significance. In addition, TAR-scRNA-seq has led to collaborations with the Tabula 

Microcebus Consortium where we uncovered over 4000 biologically relevant transcripts 

unannotated in the best available reference. Second, we present meta-scRNA-seq which is a 

method for unbiased capture of metagenome information in scRNA-seq data. We applied this 

method to over 2 million single cells and discovered sources of sample contamination, evidence 

of cell-type specific infection, and even human patient specific expression of metagenomic 

species.  Third, we present DART-seq, a molecular method for the simultaneous profiling of 

single-cell transcriptomes and targeted transcripts. DART-seq captured the immune repertoire of 

more B cells than standard approaches which enables better characterization of immune 

response. Altogether, this thesis documents three methods that expand the scope of scRNA-seq 

analysis. 
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